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Council Session a Success 
The July 12 Student Council minorities") (Chuck can be contacted in the 
Session easily made it's quorum The other hot issue ot the Memoribilia office in the 
of thirty which may be a har- night was whether Kean should College Center) Micki Egan will 
binger of the success of the withdraw from the New Jersey be the Editor-in-Chief of 
Parente Administration's theme Association, NJSA. Memoribilia, (interested photo-
of student involvement. Theses- The arguments: Against: NJSA graphers and writers please con-
sion opened at 6:30 p.m. with the as a lobbying group for the state tact Micki), Jim Coholan was ap-
acceptance of all· the appeals colleges is presently run by proved to sit on the Co-Op Com-
from Councilpersons who had people from Rutgers, the State mittee. The Co-Op is a non-
left the previous meeting early . University which does not have profit organization that operates 
Two issues met with heated to pay dues. NJSA has also not the Pub, the Bookstore, and the 
discussion; the NSA delegation been in compl iance with our re- Little Candy Store. Co-Op's 
and , possible withdrawal from quest that they audit their ac- members are composed of 
the New Jersey St4dent As- counts. stude,:it faculty, and administra-
sociation. For: NJSA provides Kean tion. 
The disagreement on the NSA College students with a valuable Student Council also ap-
delegation centered on whether resource in Trenton. Their lob- proved the dates of October 13-
the Third World Movement bying group can effect the 15 for the Leadership Confer-
should pick a third world repre- course of legislation on Higher ence. The Leadership Confer-
sentative to the convention or Education. Council decided to ence is a yearly retreat of student 
should council. After 45 minutes give NJSA a chance to state their government : Student Council, 
of debating and voting it was opinions before council on why funded groups, and clubs, that 
decided that the Executive Kean should not withdraw from aims at solving problems before 
Board 's recommendations the group. they happen; by communica-
would be accepted. (Frank Appointments and Approvals tion. The Leadership Confer-
Viggiano, last president of the Amongst numerous appoint- ence will be held just after the 
NSA later said, " Kean has a lot to ments made at the meeting freshman council elections. 
be proud of in it's record of were: Ch uck Ross will head the An Ad-Hoc committee to 
representation of women and Social Committee . this year, (Continued on page 12) 
Dr . Nagy 
Library 
Photo by Ralph Abbate 
Jeff Dunbar cites reasons why he should be a voting delegate to the 
NSA Convention during the summer Student Council Session. 
kay l'arente lives 
on campus •.• 
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NSA and NSL M erge 
by}. Thomas Coho/an 
The Nat ional Student Assoc-
iation and the National Student 
Lobby voted to end a long some-
times bitter ten year schism on 
August 6 by a landslide vote en-
dorsing a merger. The merger 
was a well received and almost 
inevitable ending to the spl it that 
developed · when NSL was 
tormed to protest NSA's former 
ties to the Central Intelligence 
Agency. 
frank Jacka lone the last Execu-
tive Director of NSL, was elected 
as the first p res ident of the new 
group, the United States Student 
Associat ion, o n the second ballot 
of a close race between Tom 
Duffy (NSA's last Vice President) 
and himself. The first priorities of 
the USSA will be a stabalization 
of their fiscal structure and an 
intensified lobbying effort for 
student su pported legislation, 
both of which will hopefully be 
accomplished easily by the larger 
organization. 
Kean College's delegation to 
the 31st National Student 
Congress consisted of eight 
people and was led by Lillian 
M arerro, Kean 's NSA coor-
dinator. Also represent ing Kean 
were Ray Parente, President of 
Student O rgan izat ion, Vallerie 
A llen, Vice President Gus Garcia, 
Treasurer, Dan Lemberg, Asst. 
Treasurer, Karen Wignall, Secre-
tary, Jeff Dunbar, Asst. NSA 
Coordinator and Jim Coholan, 
this reporter. The Kean delega-
tion captured two of three seats 
available to our region on the 
National Supervisory Board w ith 
Gus Garcia be ing elected a dele-
gate to the National Supervisory 
Board and Dan Lemberg being 
elected as an al ternate. Gus Gar-
cia also introduced at an NSA 
plenary session calling for bil-
ingual education. 
History of NSA/NSL 
NSA was founded in 1947 and 
was linked with the CIA in the 
early 1950's. The CIA involve-
ment was primarily concerned 
(Continued on page 11) 
Kean O pens With Full House 
Fall semester classes opened at 
Kean College today w ith an en-
rollment of 12,500 full - time or 
part-time students. Freshman 
orientat ion was held for 12 days 
from late May through August 
3rd in order to acquaint new 
students and their parents with 
the college. 
A new graduate program in 
liberal studies, developed to 
serve a gr~wing number of 
mature students, returning to 
College for enrichment or pro-
fess ional advancement, has been 
approved for fall by the State 
Board of Higher Education. 
Liberal Studies students can con-
centrate in the fine arts, music or 
literature, history or religion, 
political science, educational 
policy science, psycho logy or 
sociology. 
A graduate course ' in phy-
siological chemistry will be 
offered for the first time. 
Students will study the inter-
relationship of carbohydrates 
and amino acids, metabolism, 
bio-synthesis ; degradat ion 
products and their significance 
in the biological systems. 
The department of economics 
and management science wi ll 
join the department of mathe-
m atics and computer science to 
o ffer an innovative two-semester 
course in computer augmented 
accounting. Students will 
analyze and design accounting 
systems or data processing 
systems during t he first 
semeste r; in the second 
semester, each student wi ll be 
taught ind ividually to imple-
ment h is own system. This 
career-oriented co urse is 
designed to meet the growing 
needs of industry. 
the technique of fantasizing 
about one's own aging process. 
Reflecting today's need fo r 
multi-cultural education, The 
School of Education at Kean will 
offer an ethnic studies course, 
H istorical Perspectives in 
American Education , and a 
course in Education in a Pluralis-
tic Society: Philosophical Per-
spectives. The department of 
early childhood education will 
offer a course in Developing 
Parenting Skills for Young 
Children. 
As pt(t of a conti nuing effort 
to develop local awareness of tl:!e 
nat iona l energy shortage, t he ih-
dustrial studies department wi ll 
offer a cou rse in 'Al ternate 
Natura l Energy Sources. 
Kean's co llateral program in 
Basic Concepts and Issues in Judaic studies will offer Teach-
Geronto logy will also be offered ing the Ho locaust for the first 
in the fall. The course is designed time, and the new graduate 
to increase sensitivity and aware- program in education of the 
ness of the problems and pro- gifted and talented will offer 
cesses of aging through guest Readings in the Education of the 
speakers, films, simulations and Gifted and Talented. 
Winning Season Predicted by Kean Coaches 
Photo by Steve Scheiner 
Kean defeats the Austrailian Olympic Team last year en route to the 
NCAA Playoffs. 
The fall sports season should 
be enjoyable at Kean College 
with wihning seasons predicted 
by all coaches. 
The football and soccer teams 
have already begun to prepare 
for their openers and both teams 
will rely heavily on newcomers. 
Ray Murphy, the head footba)J 
coach, was greeted by 185 eager 
faces on the first day of practice, 
including an unbelievable 110 
freshman . 
"We have some real blue chip 
freshmen, "Murphy said, "and I 
think we're only a year away 
from being an outstanding foot-
ball team. We' ll be starting a lot 
of freshmen, but I would really 
be disappointed if we didn' t 
have a winning season . We' re 
capable, of a 7-3 season if the 
freshmen come along the way I . 
think they will. " 
Larry Subiel , a senior from 
Somerville, and Jim Buchanan, a 
junior from Kearny, are the co-
captains of the football team. 
Dubiel is the center, while Buch-
anan is a linebacker. 
Murphy is expecting a lot from 
sophomore running back Der-
rick Brown of Newark, who 
averaged six yards a . carry last 
year, despite injuries that kept 
him out of all but three games. 
He has excellenr speed and 
could be an all-conference back 
if he stays healthy. Keith Ignace, 
a freshman from Colonia, will 
give veteran Jim Handy of 
Rahway a battle for the quarter-
back spot. 
"There will be a lot of 
competition for jobs and that has 
to make us better," Murphy said. 
" Nobody can say 'I've got it 
made.'" 
Coach Tony Ochrimenko ex-
pects a vastly improved defense 
to improve on last year's 6-8-1 
soccer record . 
"In any sport, it 's defense that 
wins games and it's especially im-
portant in soccer," Ochrimen-
ko, a former Kean All-American, 
said. " That was a weakness last 
year and we lost a lot of one-goal 
games." 
One big reason for Ochri-
menko's optimism is Grant 
Cuthill , an outstanding goalie 
prospect from England. Cuthill 
finished high school in Canada 
last year and tra ined with the 
Canadian National team before 
-his family moved to Berkeley 
Heights. 
The coach is also expecting a 
lot from freshman Amir Shidfar 
of Iran and Phil Anderson, who 
played fort he Bermuda National 
team. Other outstanding fresh-
man include three players from 
Carteret . . . Joe Petrucelli, Rich 
Pusillo and Billy Whiting. 
" Al Checchio, Scotch Plains 
becomes eligible this year and he 
should give us some scoring 
punch, along with senior Al ' 
Anderson, New Brunswick," 
Ochrimenko said. 
· Other leading returnees in-
clude Moses Aliowe of Nigeria, 
Mike Torre of Old Bridge and 
Frank Sanchez of Orange. Greg 
Stewart of South Africa and John 
Kaltenbach of Union also 
become eligible this season . 
" We're definitely better than 
last year," Ochrimenko said . " I 
just hope we can avoid injuries 
this time. We had more than our 
share last year. Trenton and 
Glassboro should be tough in ,he 
(Continued on page 12) 
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EDITORIAL 
The NSA/NSL merger this summer was an example of 
cooperation: two groups with similar goals but widely divergent 
philosophies and methods were able to come to an agreement 
through compromises on both sides. This could only have come 
about through the clear perception and realization on both 
sides of the_value of coop~ration in estabHshing the integrity of 
an institution. An institution that cannot solve its own probJems ' 
through internal cooperation ha~ little credi.bility. 
On campus this summer, a lack of cooperation, a lack of com-
munication occurred which may have only directly effected 
one person, nevertheless; has something very serious to say · 
~bout the cooperation within this col leg~ amongst its different 
groups. 
We speak of the plight of Ray Parente, president of Student 
Organization. Parente was granted by Student Council, the 
elected voice of the 6200 full-time undergraduate students, 
funds to pay for a stay in the dorms. Council realized that the ex-
pense involved was of minimal importance when compared to 
the value of having its chief executive close at hand, and not in 
Jersey City some 30 minutes away. Having the president reside 
on campus would be an invaluable asset in the event of a crisis 
and a courtesy extended by council to its chief executive who 
must spend 15 hours per week in his office, spend an equal or 
greater amount of hours per week in the various board 
meetings, committee meetings, council meetings and other res-
ponsibilities of his office, all this while carrying a full credit load. 
If you have to add to this the burden of commuting from Jersey 
City during rush hour and every morning and back home later 
_ at night you are going to have one tired president, and unneces-
sarily so. 
The dorm room allowance was original1y passed by Student 
Council on May 19 in response to the recommendat ions of Past 
President Joyce Marinelli. At that time and again on July 12 
when the funds were allocated, council was acting under the as-
sumption that in respect to its position as the legal voice of 6200 
full-time students, many of whom are dorm students, and in 
reference to council's chief executive, a room would be 
provided. · 
How mistaken they were! 
Presently, no consideration whatsoever has been granted to 
the President of Student Organization or the wishes of the full-
time student body as expressed by council. Ray Parente's name 
lies buried on the third waiting list. 
Dean of Students, Pat Ippolito, under whose authority is the 
overseeing of all student functions, amongst which lies h,ousing, 
says he cannot help. 
Director of Housing, Andrea Abramson, has not replied to 
our inquiry. 
It is most unfortunate that during a year when cooperation is 
so vitally necessary to achieve such goals as the fighting cut-
backs in the bus service to campus, as President Weiss and Ray 
Parente successfully did. In a year that demands the 
cooperation of all facets of the college both _to participate in the 
Middle States Evaluation and to prepare for the implementa-
tion of the Board of H igher Educations 1980 statewide plan, on 
this special year, it is an unconscionable and disappointing fact 
that the Dean of Students and the Director of Housing will not 
cooperate with the very first request made of them by the 
Student Council when it took office in May. 
There is also no excuse since Council was assuming the full 
responsibility for the placement of Parente in the dorms, as both 
its right and its responsibility to its constituents. 





The Communication-Help Center is a very successful program 
under Student Organization. During the past seven years, the 
program received national recognition as one of the best College 
programs in the Country. During recent years; the pro.gram has been 
featured in such nationally publicized magazines as Seventeen, and 
Police Journal. The Center consists of three divisions : HOTLINE, 
WALK-IN, and the COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAM. 
The Hotline is a phone service where sympathetic listeners help 
people in stress by either referring them to one of several community 
agencies or just rapping with them.--liince the program began back in 
1971 under Director Tom O 'Donnell, over 60,000 ca lls have been 
received by over 1,000 volunteers over the Hotline phones. Such 
crisis ranged anywhere from pregnancy to drugs to loneliness. 
The Walk- In Center consists of peer counseling where t ra ined 
volunteers help students directly with academic and emotional 
problems. The center operates on the basic principal that at some 
time or another we all need someone to talk with, and sometimes no 
one is there at just that time. 
The third division of the Center is the Community Outreach 
Program. Through this division we work with various campus and 
community programs in an effort to provide better programming for 
youth. Such programs include a big brother, big sister program and 
recreational programs for youth. 
We are here to help meet the needs of the evergrowing campus 
and local community. If you would like to know what activities are 
going on or what agencies are most helpful or would just like to talk 
to someone who will really listen, we are here. The Center is open 
from 9:00 a.m. to 1 :00 a.m., Monday through Friday, and 2:00 p.m. to 
1 :00 a.m., Saturday and Sunday. Our numbers are 527-2330, 527-2360 
and 289-2101. Our Parentline number is 351-5877. 
·volunteers are welcomed and needed. For further information 
contact Tom O 'Donnell ir-i the Hotline Office located in the College 
Center Building. 
S.C.A.T.E. 
I'd like to take this opportunity to welcome our new Freshman and 
say hello again to our returning students of Kean College. S.C.A.T. E. 
the Student Committee for Advancement through Education also 
welcomes you and is looking forward to a prosperous and beneficial 
year. As you may or may not know by now, SCA TE, one of the student 
organizations on campus, does many tutorial and social services to 
the college and surrounding community. Last year and the past, the 
members of SCA TE showed the community that Kean College 
students care, and are ready to help where help is needed. 
One of our programs many students are interested in is the Janet 
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Memorial Home for Girls, where our volunteers go and become a 
friend for these girls. Last year we not only helped the girls scholas-
tically and socially, but we took them to New York to see the play 
" Timbuktiu " and helped them put together a Fashion Show which 
was a great success for all those involved. 
Another of our more active programs is the Cerebal Palsy Center in 
Union. Our volunteers help these kids in many ways. This program is 
especially aimed for occupational therapy majors, and special educa-
tion majors because of the work involved, such as arranging recrea-
tional activities and helping these ~children to perform everyday 
duties such as, counting change, getting dressed, etc. Many of our 
volunteirs do their volunteer work here not only because its an ex-
cellent way of gaining field experience in their majors, but because of 
the personal satisfaction they gain from a few hours a week. 
These are only two of our nine programs we also have many special 
interest programs. We have placements for social work, education 
and occupational or physical therapy majors, but as always, all majors 
are welcome. 
SCA TE possibil ities are endless, but without the help of the student 
body, and that means you, we are very limited. Joining an organiza-
tio n such as ours - not only gives you good f ield exper ience in your 
chosen major, but its also a good way to meet d ifferent and interest-
ing people in the college and surrounding community. 
Stop by the office fo r more information o r just to meet us, because 
we'd really like to meet you ! We are located in the Student Center 





W.K.C.U . A.M. 59, Kean College radio, owned and operated by the 
students of Kean, is close to its goal of frequency modulation-F.M . 
Leading W.K.C.U. in this endeavor is its newly elected executive 
board, headed by Bob Wade, general manager. Other board 
members include : station manager, Ken Bellero; business manager, 
Russell Stokes; secretary, Tara Higgins; program director, Mark Ash; 
music director, Fred Raimondi ; news director, Keith Stone; publicity 
director, Al Schaefer; and technical director, Bill Doyle. 
Located on the third floor of Dougall Hall W.K.C.U. services the 
campus, through hook-ups in Sloan Lounge and the dorms, and 
Elizabeth over CATV channel 12. Once W.K.C.U . goes F.M. it will 
have a range of 5-7 miles. 
W.K.C.U. is open to all students for membership, graduate, under-
graduate, and evening students are welcome. Involvement in the 
campus radio station affords a friendly atmosphere to acquire actual 
broadcast experience, both in programming and news, in addition to 
the opportunity to observe the management phase of radio, which 
could be beneficial for the career minded. In its movement towards 
F.M ., W.K.C.U. will be adopting those policies and rules necessary for 
F.M. now in the upcoming year. Among these is the chance to gain a 
Federal Communications Commission Broadcasting license. 
A good campus radio station is important in the growth of the 
college. W.K.C.U. is open and receptive to the needs of the campus 
and the surrounding area; and through the hard work of those in-
volved it will grow also into the top notch F.M . station deserved of 
Kean College. 
Memorabflia 
The Memorabilia, Kean College's yearbook, may turn out to be the 
one solid piece of work that you hold onto after your graduate. 
Each year the staff develops and presents a review of happenings 
and the people that make them happen. 
We are always looking for new friends to join the staff. We will 
teach photography and developing techniques when needed. So if 
you can write, type, draw, snap a shutter, or want to get involved, 
come see us in the <;ollege Center CC120, Memorabilia Office. 
The Others 
American Marketi ng Association 
American Welding Society 
Art History 





Communication Disorders Assn. 
Council for Exceptional Children 
Cuban Committee 
Early Childhood Educators Coa liti on 
Economics Club 
Engl ish 
Fine Arts Student Assn. 
First Aid Squad 
" Grub Street W ri ter" 
History Club 
International Student Assn. 
Interior Design (ASID) 
Inter-Va rsity Christian Fellowship 
Jewish Club 
KCTV 
Kean College Student Speaker's 
Bureau 





M usic Groups 
National Assn. o f Corned Veterans 
Nationa l Student Assn. 
O ccupat iona l Therapy 
Omega Club (Science Groups) 
O uti ng Club 
Ph ilosoph y Club 
Physical Education Majors 
Political Science 
Portuguese Cl ub 
Pre-Law Club 
Psychology Club 
Puerto Rican Org. 
United fo r Development 
Renata Club 
Science Organization 
Self-Defense Club for Residents 
Ski Club 
Social Committee 
Social Work Club 
Society of Mechanical Contractors 
Spanish Club 
Spanish Congress 
Student Affiliates of 
Amer.ican Chemical Soc. 
S.E.A. 
Third World Movement 
Urban Studies 
Theatre Series 
INDEPENDENT Page 3 
OP-ED 
Hello Kean College and anyone erse who might happen to pull this out 
of the bus stop trash can. Well , the summer is over and I bet your wonder-
ing ·where it went, cause I am. In a serious vein for a second though, I 
would like to welcome everyone back and hope your summer was a 
pleasant one. . 
Now that all the preliminaries are out of the way, the topic for this Op-Ed 
could be "How I spent my summer vacation" or " Student Organization 
can and does work" by Ray Parente. I Would prefer the latter although 
both are quite synonymous. Contrary to what some people might believe, 
Student Org. does function during the summer months. 
After recoverjng from the marathon council meeting in May, the execu-
tive board and I proceeded to execute the summer business. First on the 
agenda was our summer projects. The funds used for these projects are the 
unexpended appropriations from all of our funded groups budgets of this 
past year. The ideas discussed and passed in concept were lighting for the 
basketball and tennis courts behind the student center. This has top prior-
ity and hopefully will be accomplished by October. Another idea was an 
information billboard advertising daily events on campus located some-
where around Green Lane entrance. Thirdly, we' re looking into d ressing 
rooms for the Litt le Theatre, and also another picnic facility near the 
apartments. I wil l keep t he student body aware of the progress of these 
projects, and welcome any suggestions. 
O ne majo r issue occurred very conveniently during the summer. This 
was a proposal to eliminate selected bus routes in this area including the 
Transport of New Jersey bus route #8. As you may know, this route runs 
from Springfield to Elizabeth via Morris Avenue. I took immediate action 
upon being informed of this proposal and contacted local senators and 
assemblymen to express my concern. Ray Lesniak of the twenty-first legis-
lative district in Elizabeth welcomed my support against the proposal and 
promised to keep me informed of any new developments and the hearing 
date. He also provided me with flyers in which I distributed on the bus for 
two days prior to the hearing. On Thursday, July 13th, President Weiss and I 
spoke out against the cutbacks at the hearing in City Hall in Elizabeth stres-
sing various points including the parking problem. Approximately two 
weeks later, I was informed that the proposal to eliminate the bus routes 
had been rescinded by the commissioner. So I guess this was a victory for 
us and the community, at least for awhile. 
Another important occurance was the N.S.A. Convention. The main is-
sue of the convention was the merger of the United States National 
Student•Association and the National Student Lobby. The merger vote was 
successful and the constitution and by-laws were also ratified along with 
forty resolutions for the newly formed United States Student Association. 
Briefly, some of the other work has been on the constitution, the ring 
company, and the contracts for the legal aide lawyer and the corporate 
lawyer. 
Finally, if anyone is interested in serving on a majbr college committee 
and/or on the Middle States Assoc. self-study committees, please contact 
Valerie Allen or myself as soon as possible as there are still many vacancies 
to fill. _ I appreciate the chance to express to you some of the activities 
which are going on whether you know it or not, or even care for that 
matter. So I'll see you in September, and if I don't, I won't. 
Sincerely, 
Ray Parente 
President of Student Org. 
Page 4 
SPEAK EflSY 
by Stephen L. Bowers 
When I come right down to the bottom line, I have to admit almost 
all of my first day miseries are the result of my own poor planning. 
Had I taken an extra few minutes here and there over the last 3 or 4 
months, I would have had a well oiled mechanism in motion from the 
start. 
Like the confusion of running from the second floor of Hutch to 
the third floor of Vaughn Eames to the fourth floor of Willis to the 
third floor of Townsend . .. puff, puff, puff ... Why didn't I pay closer 
attention to the classes in my schedule selection . It would have been 
obvious that the subjects chosen would probably be taught in those 
buildings. 
Like the fracas at the Book Store. What a mess I It's hard to believe 
that all those books were ordered to fill the needs of classes planned 
nearly a year ago-no one seems able to find any of the books which 
they need! That could have been avoided too. The last minute rush 
could have been beat by hitting the Bookstore before Labor Day (at 
least then you would have known which books won't be in till 
Thanksgiving). 
Then there's the missing receipt and class schedule printout which 
should have been in my hands weeks ago. I knew I should have called 
the registrar's office long ago and confirmed that my tuition has been 
recieved. Now I can start from scratch scheduling classes I'd been 
dropped from because there's no record of my payment. Thank God 
I don 't have to stand on those ridiculous lines for schedule 
changes-I don't have one! Back to square one. 
Then, of course, there's parking. If you want a legal space for your 8 
o'clock class, it's easy: just arrive by 7:30-there should be a half 
dozen or so. Likewise, you can easily find a space for your 10:SOclass; 
just arrive by 7:30-there should be a half dozen or so. But, if you 
want to park illegally for your 1 :40 class, be sure you're on campus by . 
7:30-there should be half dozen or so. 
Did you ever watch the " parkers" in action? They' re a comedy in 
their own right. There should be a Psychology of Parking course, for 
credit, at Kean. (Of course it would have to be an external course 
since none of the students could find spaces in time to make their 
class). First there's the aggressive " I'll-kill-for-the-space" type who'll 
kill-for-the-space. As soon as someone prepares to leave their space 
(fool), he perches menacingly at the rim of their taillight and 
commences to froth at the mouth toward off potential threats. Least 
of his worries is the meek and mild type who would back off from his 
claim at the mere sight of competition. He's probably the only hope 
for the sad sack who 'just-misses' space after space after space. 
I once saw a girl in a V.W. run out of gas ' just-missing' for an hour or 
so. She was given a Township Ticket-that's right, a Union Township 
ticket issued by the Kampus Patrol (KP) bearing a fine of $15.00; 
· (Continued on page 9) 
by Lynn Richmond Bowers 
Welcome back Kean and to a 
new column Booknotes. I hope 
everyone has had a lazy, memor-
able summer and has definite 
ite plans· to make this semester 
the one that counts. Are you go-
ing to raise you cum, make the 
Dean 's list and found a new 
socially relevant club as well as 
pulling 'A's? Me too. Once again 
I've promised myself to do all my 
assignments well in advance of 
their due date so that I would 
have the proper amount of time 
to achieve literary immortality. 
Every word, sentence and 
thought was going to have a clas-
sic impact. I'm starting out on the 
right resolve with this column. 
My deadline is nine o 'clock 
tomorrow morning - it is now 
11 :15 p.m. 
Back to Booknotes 
Authored primarily by the 
three feature editors Booknotes 
is also open to any student who 
wishes to air a literary (and 
hopefully literate) opinion on a 
current book or magazine or ar-
ticle. The criteria for Booknotes 
publication are simple. 
First, the material should be 
easily obtainable by other 
students who may wish to peruse 
it after reading your scintillating 
review. This parameter will prob-
ably eliminate two potential 
sources on campus; the library 
(you will return the book two 
weeks overdue) and the book-
store, (overpriced, uncannilly 
uncataloged, and understaffed) 
The second guideline suggests 
that the review could be written 
on a college level about an 
interesting college level book. 
All textbooks and second grade 
book reports on The Adventures 
of Daniel Boone will be ignored. 
Other pluses include; a review 
about a currently published 
book, in the English language, 
and one that has broad appeal. 
Although you may have been 
entranced by Modern Systems 
Analysis (pub. 1966) it will fail to 
excite a major proportion of K.C. 
students. (It may win you a few 
points with your data process-
ing prof. however). 
Booknotes is necessarily a 
column based on opinion. If you 
disagree with a review you are 
welcome to reply. All sub-
missions will be considered. 
They should be sent to Book-
notes, c/o feature department. 
Book Selection 
How do you select your extra-
curricular reading material? 
When confronted with a moun-
tain of books my decision to bor-
row or buy is based on time 
limitations. If I have only a few 
hours to read I don't want 
to waste it on something worth-
less so first I check for familiar 
favorites . If I am not so fortunate 
to encounter a proven author I 
will daringly explore whatever 
else is available until eventually 
something catches my atten-
tion. As appeal to my emotions, 
intellect or just an enjoyable 
prose style may induce me to 
pick up a book, but my selection 
is certainly not based on the 
"best seller list." The attitude is 
not reverse snobbism;l've been 
disappointed too many times in 
the past. The fact that many 
people are bt. 1 ing and reading 
unadulturated garbage does not 
alter what it is . A prime example 
of this mass mediocracy in the 
past was the popularity of 
Jacqulyn Suzanne. A novel that 
reads like a lengthy gossip 
column and offers the mental 
food of a true confession mag-
INDEPENDENT 
Welcome. Welcome back to 
those of you who are returning 
and welcome - we are glad to 
see you - to those of you who 
are with us for the first time. I, 
fortunately, am among those 
who are returning and my 
delight in welcoming the Fall 
season is difficult to commun-
icate. All I know is that I smile 
constantly. And it will broaden 
into a grin now that you are 
HERE. 
I returned to campus on 
August 14th and it was QUIET. 
Yes, of course, parking was 
easier-just as it is during vaca-
tions-and I managed to do 
quite a bit of housekeeping and 
paper work. But it really is true 
that buildings are only struc-
tures without the people who 
give the place its personality. 
Kean ~ollege takes on life when 
the students arrive-so 
welcome. 
In the midst of schedules, 
classes and general revving up 
for the Fall semester, there are 
activities planned about which 
you might wish to be aware. EVE, 
of Kean College, is sponsoring, 
along with other outstanding 




~zine leaves me cold. Bvt mar-
keting rational dictates stooping 
to the lowest common deno-
minator. How low can you go? 
Another marketing maneuver 
responsible for spawning 
vacuous million sellers are the 
books which are written for the 
express purpose of catching an 
apparent trend. The prolifera-
tion of do-it-yourself psycho-
analysis is a prime example. I'm 
O.K. You're O.K. begat The 
Games People Play which begat 
Erroneous Zones which begat 
Passages and so on . .. 
The publishing houses and 
media men are not the only 
villians. Authors, dollar signs 
dancing in their eyes envision 
not one sale ·but three; hard-
cover, paperback, and THE 
MOVIE SALE. Slapped together 
with the required amount of sex, 
violence and mundance 
speculation into either the 
supernatural or the abmormal 
psyche they read like very bad 
movie scripts:--which is what 
they are. Stephen King's (of Car-
rie fame) latest offering, The 
Shining utilizes over four hun-
dred pages of merely adequate 
writing to present a minimal 
storyline. What a waste of paper, 
time and effort. For the reader 
that is. King stands to make a 
million if the novel is sold to the 
movie monguls. Links by Charles 
Panati is still another that I would 
have preferred to see as a movie. 
This is not a blanket 
condemnation of all best sellers 
but rather the suggestion that 
taste should be the motivation 
for reading rather than what is 
dictated by advertising world. 
After all, John Fowles occas-
ionally makes the best seller list 
and his novels are pure delight. 
Jersey Division on Women, 
NOW, the Gray Panthers, listing 
a few, a one-day conference on 
The Displaced Homemaker: A 
Woman in Transition on 
Thursday, September 28, 1978 at 
the Rutgers University Labor 
Education Center, Ryders Lane, 
New Brunswick, New Jersey. The 
cost is $12.00, which includes 
lunch, for the day extending 
from8:30a.m. to4:30p.m. Regis-
tration forms are available at the 
EVE office and the Campus 
Center for Women. The 
brochure is interesting and 
proposes a program that is so 
vital that early registration seems 
crucial. 
WOMAN TALK will begin the 
Fall season on Wednesday, 
September 20th at Down's Hall in 
Meeting Room A which is just 
around the corner from the 
Alumni Lounge where WOMAN 
TALK generally meets. The initial 
meeting will be " Women's Ex-
periences" and is a session 
devoted to women being 
together. Our first guest speaker 
of the season will be Jean Levitan 
of William Paterson College 
speaking to us about Women, 
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Our Bodies and Health on 
September 27th. 
PERSONAL: A trip to Pennsyl-
vania this summer, between 
semesters, I rediscovered how 
lucky I am to live in this area. In 
response to the question, 
'Lizanne, where do you live?" I 
found myself saying, "In Mill-
burn, which is 45 minutes out-
side of New York City and just 
about the same distance from 
the seashore. "Visions of the 
possibilities because of that loca-
tion . constantly came to mind: 
the New York skyline 
museums - art galleries -thea-
tre - Tavern on the Green -
Shakespeare in the Park - the 
Planetarium - so much; the sea-
shore with its infinite variety, Bel 
Mar, Cape May, Atlantic City, 
Stone Harbor, Seaside Heights-
glorious sun, sand and water; 
and the regal mountains around 
Ramapo, Ridgewood and the 
Palisades. Everyone I know has 
his own example of another 
beautiful area-how 'bout Great 
Gorge? Our area is rich in 
scenery, experience, culture and 
education-pick, choose, enjoy. 
by Kevin Perrine 
Welcome to ROLL CALL, an Independent column designed to 
stimulate student interest in political affairs of every kind. Most 
Americans realize that political decisions can affect us all, however, 
very few care to examine how we can conversely affect political 
decisions. Do you care? Do you feel that the right to vote is im-
portant? Are you alive? • 
Traditionally, colleges and universities have been hailed as 
intellectual and cultural centers, where fresh young minds are 
cultivated. This is why I have faith in ROLL CALL. It would be foolish, 
however, for this writer to hope that a renaissance of political realiza-
tion could be sparked by ROLL CALL. Fear not for I do not have what 
Vonnegut calls " Extraordinarily popular delusions of grandeur." I 
only wish to call your attention to relevent issues such as the Bradley-
Bell U.S. Senate race, or a constitutional amendment which would 
give the 700,000 residents of Washington, D.C. as much representa-
tion in the U.S. Senate as each individual state now has. Next week we 
will examine in more detail that constitutional amendment. 
Well if you have read this far you must have some interest in where 
your taxes go, and how the dollars flow. So, remember read and 
think. And if you strongly agree or disagree let us know by writing K. 
Perrine c/o Independent. 
by Paul Davis 
Welcome back or just welcome to Kean. This, is as you know ROLL 
CALL. With this column I will , along with Kevin Perrine help the 
student body (also the administration, if we' re lucky) understand 
what politics in New Jersey is all about. This year there is quit alot to 
talk about. To start with the top of the line will be the Senate race, 
Bradley vs. Bell. These two are unique to N.J. politics. Bill Bradley and 
Jeff Bell are both new comers to the state, neither one has held 
elected office, both beat old political hands in the primary and both 
have been called saviors of their respectively parties and/or million-
aire carpetbaggers. Next in line all 15 of New Jersey's congressmen 
are up for re-election and we will focus on as many of those races as 
possible. This will be followed by county races. For you people in 
Essex County a special addition will be the race for a new seat, County 
Executive. When we finished with this we will try to explain Student 
Org. to you, and when you ask we will take on your local 
governments. 
To round off the column we will editorialize on the bodies politic 
and continue to harass you to register to vote. What ever the school 
year may bring you we will put the political year at your fingertips. 
Now that you know what we are all about lets get down to this years 
first issue, phase II U.S. Senate race. 
Bill Bradley has been a resident of New Jersey for five years, coming 
to the a~ea from Missouri to play basketball with the New York 
Knicks. This year will be his first try at political office. Jeff Bell has been 
in the state for just over a year. He started out in New York as a writer 
for the National Review, leaving to go to Calf. as an aide to Gov. 
Ronald Reagan. This is also a first run at elective office. At this stage in 
the game there seems to be one issue that has come out as the " BIG 
ONE" that is the Kemp-Roth Bill. Kemp-Roth is an a-cross the board 
tax cut of 9% for business and 30% for individual taxes. Bell is all for 
this bill and is using it as the center issue for his campaign. Bradley op-
poses it, calling it dangerously inflationary. Bell and his side claim 
that it will riot cause inflation since it will stimulate business to an ex-
tent to drive down unemployment that will take up any inflation. On 
the other side Bradley calls this unrealistic, wishful thinking and pie in 
the sky political nonsence. The bill's outcome is predicted on events 
that happen over which the Congress has no control after taxes are 
cut. 
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The O fficeof Campus Ministry 
functions in conjunction with 
the organized student groups on 
campus which are religious in 
orientat ion. 
These groups afford the op-
portunity to partici pate in 
cultural and religious exper-
iences with others who are in-
vo lved in higher ed_ucation., 
In add it ion, the ministers of 
religion who are associated wi th 
the o ffice attempt to make them-
selves available to all o f the 
members of that college com-
mun ity for counse ling or per-
sonal direction. 
Many of the discipl ines taught 
at the College involve them-
selves in cultural , moral or 
eth ical questions. The min isters 
of rel igion are happy to part ic-
ipate in class lectures, seminars 
or workshops where their view-
point can add a legitimate 
dimension. 
Currently there are t hree 
organized student groups: 
Cathol ic Campus M inistry, 
Christ ian f ellowship, Jewish 
Student Organ ization. 
The O ffice o f Campus Ministry 
is located in the Student Ac-
t ivities Building #105. Contact 
with those involved may be 
mad e t hrough th e o ffice, 
th rough the indiv idual groups or 
by calling 355-6660. 
At this time we would like to 
extend our words of welcome to 
all who will be with our college 
community here at Kean this 
year. We encourage your par-
ticipation in the act ivities of the 
groups involved. Information on 
t hese activities may be found in 
the Independent, posted on the 
bulletin boa rds and at the Cam-
pus Ministry Office. 
Townsend Lecture Series 






































8:00 4 Yrs. After the 
Rev. 
L.T. 
Kean College Ice Hockey Team Meeting 
There will be a meeting of the Kean College Ice 
Hockey Team on Tuesday, September 12th during free 
hour (1 :40 p.m.) in Willis 100. All perspective players 
must attend. The Squires participate in the Metropoli-
tan Collegiate Hockey Conference where they won the 
Eastern Division Championship last season. for further 
information contact Coach Tom O'Donnell at 289-2100 
in the Hotline office. 
by Robert Kern 
I'm going to kill John Travolta. 
That may seem a fairly harsh 
opening to a ~rand new season 
of well-written, incisive, and 
thoroughly enjoyable columns 
but it's true. 
I'm going to kill John Travolta. 
Not for anything personal, 
indeed, Johnny has never said 
, one bad thing about me. Not out 
of jealousy, either . . . he's not 
jealous of my success. Simply 
because Saturday Night f ever 
has acquired such fame that 
many of my favorite watering 
holes have become reverberat-
ing halls of humid physical 
ineraction. 
females wearing ~pray painted 
Danskins undulated about the 
dance floor exhibiting pelvic 
thrusts and upper torso gyrations 
which, in far removed times, 
would have resulted in their be-
ing pilloried or have flamin red 
A's embroidered on their 
blouses. Stroboscopic lighting 
effects guaranteed to have an 
epileptic writh ing on the floo r 
within seconds. Music and 
rythyms which can sterilize mice 
or loosen gold f ill ings at one 
hundred yards. 
Now I have nothing against the 
young ladies undulating (unfor-
tunately). Nor am I particularly 
hysterical about the light shows .. 
. although I can certainly do 
w ithout them. But that damned 
music. 
Whatever happened to quiet, 
softly-lit, intimate p iano bars. 
Where one can retire to a corner 
booth with substantial drinks 
and a substantial date to engage 
in qu iet, stimulating conver-
sation? 
" What's conversation?" I hear 
you cry. 
, A well worn synonum is com-
munication. Gone from the 
language is the beaten to death 
" relate." But you speak and 
listen, find out about each other 
and save your eardrums from the 
20,000 p lus cycles per second of 
Donna Summers exuding lyrics 
which, in a more familiar en-
vironment, you 'd slam the 
receiver on . 
I recen'tly took a young lady to 
the f inal Approach Lounge at 
the Holiday Inn Jetport. I par-
ticularly like this place because 
of its cozy atmosphere and quiet 
decor ... usually a trio with a 
young woman singing sweet and 
low. It has changed. 
When we got to the doorway, 
guarded by a uni formed 
Cerberus, I was told by a young 
lady that it would cost two dollars 
a head to get in . This combined 
with the unfami liar thump com-
ing through the closed door 
should have clued me. But 
always being overly curious for 
my own good I opted for further 
inspection. 
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STANKY BROWN 
by Nancy frank 
This August I took a trip up to 
Creation in West Orange to 
catch Stanky Brown 's show and 
see how they were progressing 
since the last time I saw them 
here at the Kean picnic. To my 
surprise there has been yet 
another change in persorlnel l 
John Corba, who played w ith the 
Stankies a few years back, has 
returned to replace former lead 
guitarist Bob Messano who has 
reportedly left the group for the 
rock band " Starz." Messano 
made his first (and last I guessl) 
appearance with Stanky Brown 
on their last release on Sire 
Records called " Stanky Brown." 
Corba is a fine guitarist and I'm 
sure he will have no trouble in 
taking Messano's place. John 
Zangrando, the sax play~r who 
appeared on the album was 
replaced soon after it's release by 
Vinnie Tito. In this reporter 's 
opinion Tito, the youngest 
member of the band, is the best 
saxist they've had to date. (He's 
· the fourth sax player to join the 
Stankies that I know of) The 
remaining members of the band 
have been Stankies since the 
beginn ing. They are: Jim Brown, 
keyboards and vocals; Jeff · 
Leynor, rhythm guitar and 
vocals; Rich Bunkiewicz, bass 
guitars; and Jerry Cordasco, 
drums, percussion and vocals. 
The beginning was in 1975 
when The Stanky Brown Group, 
as they were known then, 
released their f irst si ngle on 
Arista Records called " Rock n' 
Rolling Star" which didn't go 
very far - in fact it was some-
what of a big flop! But, the guys 
didn't give up hope; They knew 
their cut on the flip side, " Friday 
Night Without You" had poten-
tial. They went on to put the song 
onto their first album " Our 
Pleasure To Serve You" released 
on Sire Records in 1976. I th ink 
that the label change was j ust 
what the group needed for they 
produced two more fantastic 
albums on Sire. The second was 
called " If the Lights Don't Get 
You The Helots Will." Along with 
its release in 1977 came rad io 
advertisements and much more 
air play. Their latest a~bum 
" Stanky Brown " was just 
released this past year and is do-
ing very well. The band has been 
touring the US all yea r ·and is 
finally receiving the recogn it ion 
that they so richly deserve. 
Their show at Creation was 
superb ! They opened their first 
set w ith two acoustic numbers, 
" A Hundred Times Around" off 
the first album, and " Your Way" 
which is u~recorded as of yet. 
Then Stanky Brown proceeded 
to show us that they really know 
how to Rock 'n Roll with some of 
my favor ites like " Masquerade," 
" Coaltown," " Chance on Love," 
and " She's a Taker," The real 
show of this band's talent 
however came at the end of the 
first set when they performed 
their version of " Down From 
Heaven." It was pure rock n' roll , 
pure power, movement, excite-
ment, and the epitomy of 
musical ability . .. the kind of th-
ing that you hope every group 
will do to make it worth the price 
of your ticket I Each member did 
a great solo but the shining stars 
were undoubtedly Rich Bun-
kiewicz on bass and Jerry Cor-
dasco on drums. People were 
standing all over the place 
hootin ' and hollerin' . .. just go-
ing crazy over the performances 
of these two very fine musicians. 
It was tremendous. I had seen 
Stanky Brown many times before 
but had never seen them receive 
such an enthusiastic crowd res-
ponse. I'm glad for all of them 
because this is one band that 
really deserves it, especially 
guitarist John Corba who did a 
terrific job after being back with 
the band for only a few days prior 
to this show with very little 
rehearsal time. 
St,mky Brown Croup (teft to right) Jerry Corduca, Rich Brfnklewicz, 
James Brown, and Jeffrey Leyor. 
Their performance was 
without flaws. Stanky Brown just 
keeps getting better all the time. 
I can 't wait for the release of a 
fourth album! 
After relinqu ishing the re-
qu ired four bills I was given two 
tickets which would be pr.oof of 
payment should the stamp wear 
off. The Stamp71 I stared incred-
ulously. Oh, yes, she replied and 
hit the back of my hand with a 
stamper. Looking at it under the 
black light I saw an arrow ... ap-
ropos of nothing ... and went in. 
My wg_rst fears were con-
firmed. 
Mirrored ball hanging in the 
center o f the dance floor, w in-
king lights, massive speakers, 
and drinks served in w ineglasses 
at the double price, served by 
wa itresses in black b lazers wi th 
white collars and bowties, no 
sh irts, and damned little else. She 
yelled to me for my order and I 
bellowed it back. After a time I 
got back a four ounce glass, 
three of it ice, sparingly flavored 
with the liquor I had ordered. 
I don't suppose I can blame 
the many places from going dis-
co. It seems to be a quick way to 
make a good buck. Just work up 
the initial investment to rent out 
a large hall, install some stereo 
equipment, a few flashing lights, 
and a bar and you can keep re-
investing the profits until you 
have a solid place going. 
But there's something essen-
tial missing . . . character. There 
are a lot of characters but the 
decor and atmosphere are 
(Continued on p age 9) 
Roy Buchanan 
I played a hunch this July 14th and was treated to one of the best 
musical performances around. Roy Buchanan, the messiah, returned 
to New Jersey before a capacity crowd at the Morris Stage and from 
start to f inish, d isplayed the talents worthy of the number Of¥! 
guitarist in the world. ' 
Although he experienced feedback problems wh ich kept him 
from holding notes, Roy used every other trick possible. Every inch of 
the gu itarist was put to good use. 
from his steady guitar buildup on " 1841 Shuffle" to his smolding 
Blue Riffs on " Hey Joe" all the way to foot stomping rock and roll in 
" Done Your Daddy Dirty" and his encore " Can I Change My Mind." 
More than just outright musical talent, Roy possess certain god-like 
charisma which possess an audience like it did that night. They 
screamed, chanted and howled all night. All in all, the messiah did his 




This jazz album, has a very 
abstract and unique qual ity . It 
tends to be peacefully sophis-
ticated with a refined sharpness. 
f or instance, Jan 's guitars are 
separate from the backup by 
pitch intensity and the intracity 
of the music, however; it is very 
constant and lacks in variation. 
The rhythm section has great 
composition and could be 
listened to alone. It also tends to 
dominate in certain songs, such 
as " Angel Watch," however; it is 
definitely an asset. 
" Sky Dancer" was an excep-
tion, along with " Keyboard in 
Floatin," which was light, breezy 
and delightful. My favorite • and 
last song, " Gate to Europe" 
revealed a touch a touch of senti-
ment and romanticism. I will 
recommend this album to 
someone who is especially fond 
of guitar and to those who enjoy 
consistency during their listen-




Its hard to knock an LP on 
which God is one of the 
musicians. fortunately, I will not 
have to put myself to this task, as 
Pointer shows himself to be ex-
tremely ta lented. 
This is the first total vio li n LP 
I've ever heard. 
The title track has not enough 
violin in it, like Herbie Mann's 
Hijack. " Stardust Lady", he 
marked his vocal debut soun-
ding live Herb Alpert. 
The theme from "roots" is ac-
companied by God on thurider 
and lightning. 
The rest of the elpee features 
some of, if not the best violin 
solos I've ever heard. If only clas-
sical music could do it so well. 
All in all, hating this elpee is 
like hating to take the most 
beautiful girl to the all college 
party, and then getting to to the 
" Inspiration Point" afterwards. 
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Pho to by Daniel Pyle 
Students will find new picnic tables behind the library to munch and lunch on. 
To Kane or not to Kean. 
Photo by Daniel Pyle 
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Back! 
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INDEPENDENT 
The Football Field gets a facelift •. .• 
Squires Get New 
Playing Turf 
What a mess! 
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:iii:FLICK-FLOPS FLICK-FLOPS FLICK-FLOPS FLICK-FLOPS FLICK-FLOPS FLICK-FLOPS FLICK-FLOPS FLICK-FLOPS FLICK-FLOPS FLICK-FLOPS FUCK-FLI;:?:! 
~ An Unmarried Woman Foul Play ! 
9 PaulMazurskyenjoysaunique Packs Punch 5 
.., place in the coterie of writer- ::1111: :iii: directors who bring a personal by Cathy McMullen the viewers benefit. His wit, ~ 
,U creative stamp to each of the It was funny, witty, satirical, charm and apparently gorgeous 6 
:::; films. sexy, mysterious and wonder- personality are all prevalent .,, 
:; Possibly no other American =~ . ,.. ...... 1. fully enjoyable. It was Foul Play, th rough his Foul Play character. • 
A. moviemaker so accurately the new comedy starring Chevy The film is consta ntly and con- ;:?:! 
9 reflects the social attitudes and ··• Chase and Goldie Hawn. sistently in fast motion, it is never n 
't sexuaf mores of our current Although this movie was dull or bor ing. It allows its =:ii: 
.: culture; its shifting ·values, its adventure packed, it contained viewers to leave smiling because .., 
~ rootless impermanence. little vio lence and a simple but they have been laughing 6 
.., Mazursky does it with warmth, usually confusing plot. throughout the series of events ;: 
GO wit, compassion, insight and an The "victim" in this flick who and conversations. .., 
A. ear for razor-sharp dialogue in was M iss Hawn, was wi tness to a The language is mild enough C: 
9 20th Century-Fox 's " AN UN- fuu~:ll,,; variety of acts, including murder for older ch ildren but convinc- C, 
't MARRIED WOMAN," starring and kidnapping, but unfortun- ing enough for adults. The plot is =:ii: 
~ Jill Clayburgh, Alan Bates, ately there was never any mysterious and flexible, it has a ;:?:! 
:::; Michael Murphy and Cliff Gor- evidence left on the scene, alas few flaws but with all the comedy a 
.., man. Audiences may well find it il!!lill4iiill• the police were prepared to call · and laughter it makes little ;: f his most shattering; yet, at the ~at':!"-::..,~=:-=:=::=:iillll~~ in the men with the white coats. difference. The music ranges .., 
a same time, his most affirmative Bates as Saul, is the artist lover who returns to Erin (Jill C~yburgh) her At the mention of pol ice, we dis- from disco to Barry Man ii ow, C 
~ work. sense of individuality. cover that Chevy Chase is a tern- who sings the title tune to a se- i 
:iii: Once again, as with Art shadings and complexities. si ty and depth of tt,e mother- porarily suspended man in blue quence involving a Japanese • 
u Carney's Academy Award-win- A trio of outstanding mascu- and-daughter relationship is one (actually in plainsclothes) he is Opera. ;:?:! 
:::; ning role in " Harry and Tonto," a line performances run counter- of the most moving aspects of assigned to the case, of course, This is a definite encourage- !I 
.., Mazursky film is blessed with a point to Jill Clayburgh's Erica : the film. the two eventually get together. ment to go and see this movie. M 
f towering central performance. Alan Bates as her artist-lover; Although the story of Erica As for the plot, it thickens with It's full of laughter and fun and .., 
Q Portraying a woman, over thir- Michael Murphy as the default- could have taken place in other more murders and an extraor- was even worth the four dollars it 5 
~ ty, whose life is wrenched from ing husband and Cliff Gorman as American cities, Mazursky has dinary caSt of murderers includ- coSt me to see it. ::1111: 
:iii: the safety of a predictable an on-the-prowl macho male are written it so that New York is the ing an albino, a man of the cloth, H c ~ 
u course, Jill Clayburgh triumphs the three men who chart the essential background, and for his maid and chauffer, a man _ ea Ven a n 6 
:::; in one of the most difficult and course of Erica's life after a nine weeks the director and his called dwarf and a stir crazy chap ;J· 
: demanding screen roles ever divorce. expert crew shot throughout the wi
th 
a very small part. • w a it a n d 
A. written. Her performance as -Bates evinces extraordinary city, using as locations the This movie takes the route of · ;?:! 
9 Erica, the woman who survives a magnetism in a bravura display fashionable restaurants and cafes old . mySteries involving that w • n 
... cauterizing divorce, is totally of masculine gusto too long where women come together to microfilm that everyone wants a It =:ii: 
- unsparing in its self-examina- absent from the screen. Murphy talk about the tomorrows but it also incorporates some .., 
U tion. reveals the distress of a man without a husband; the East Side disco music and many new sex- by Lynn Richmond Bowers 6 
~ Under Mazursky's guidance, unable to master his weak- apartments where modern mar- ual ideas which you can only ap- Heaven Can Wait and wait and ;J 
- the actress strips away the poses nesses. Gorman projects the riages come apart, and the predate wliile watching this wait . . . The reviews call this pie- .., 
- · · d movie. t th d h f h A..and pretenses that mask hones- cynicism an aggressiveness of Greenwich Village artists' lofts ure e come Y smas o t e ,-
9 tly-felt anger and pain. It is the sexual ''conquistadore. " where one-night affairs are con- Miss Hawn is delightful as the season . 1 don 't . This flick was n 
't perhaps the first collaboration to '' AN UNMARRIED ducted out of loneliness and perky, newly divorced girl who however, cute. Like Dori; =:ii: 
~ .fuse so thoroughly the talents of WOMAN,'' meti cu lou sly desperation. simply wants to be left alone. Day/Rock Hudson pictures were ;?:! 
- writer-director and actress. The produced by Mazursky and Tony The haunting score for " AN Mr. Chase is his usual witty cute, or downright purile a 
~ result is not so much a male view Ray, contains another pivotal UNMARRIED WOMAN" was self, he has a few very depending on your point of ;: 
GO of today's woman as it is a full- performance, that of Lisa Lucas tomposed by Bill Conti whose rememberable lines in the film view. Wareren Beatty and Julie .., I length, fully dimensional portrait as a teenaged girl torn by divided notable contribution to " Rocky" and he gives the entire project a Christie were cute. The plot and C: 
_. in which a woman's individual- loyalities to her divorced won him an Academy Award lift. Once he starts he never dialogue were cute. Cute is i 
'!, ity evolves on screen in all its parents. The poignance, inten- nomination. really stops which is definately to boring; and in this case not even 1 
- consistant. (Beatty retains his ~ 
g H ,· t C h c o c k H a u· n t s p u b I ·, c memory in the first body that he 1 it inhabits, loses it in the second). c,,t 
CIO Buck Henry adds a touch of .., 
I " Many films are pieces of life. will be Murder (1930), with understated class as the over- C: 
_. Mine," Alfred Joseph Hitchcock Herbert Marshall in his first talk- anxious celestial messenger but i 
't has stated, "are slices of cake.'' ing role and a screenplay by his hardly compensates for all ~ 
~ WNET/THIRTEEN is serving up Hitchcock's wife, Alma Reville, the other polly anna gibberish. 6 
:::; six of the mystery master's early adapted from a story by The movie is just too long and .,, 
.., masterpieces in the series Clemence Dane. sophmoric. · • ' 
CIO HITCHCOCK: THE EARLY Rich and Strange (1932) which I YEARS, which airs Saturday at 10 airs September 23, was released 
~ p.m. beginning September 9. in the United States under the 
:ai:: Critics have said that the only title " East of Shanghai. " Hitch-
U thing wrong with Hitchcock's cock, apparently reacting again.st 
:::; early films is that he went on to the excessive use of dialogue 
.., make his later ones. These six, in already prevalent in British and 
f particular, serve to illustrate his Hollywood films, used dialogue 
a total grasp of the medium and sequences for only about one 
~ the creative work he produced fifth of this picture, employing 
- decades ago. sound and music alone as back-
U Audiences familiar with Hitch- ground for the greater part. 
:::; cock 's more recent works can Peter Lorre debuted in his first 
: see his genius unfolding in three English-speaking role in The 
A. pre-Hollywood films, starting Man Who Knew Too Much 
9 with his - and England's - first (1934), to be seen September 30 . 
.., talking picture, Blackmail (1929), In 1956 Hitchcock remade this 
- which airs September 9, I nteres- classic " MacGuffin" (plot, inten-
U tingly, it was first shot, in its en- tionally confused by a just-for-
~ tirety, as a silent picture. the bulk confusion-sub-plot) with James 
CIO was later refilmed in sound, Stewart and Doris Day playing 
A. salvaging only those portions of the leads. 
9 the original in which sound Sabotage (1936), released in 
't could be dubbed or was not re- the U.S. as " A Woman Alone," 
.: quired. airs October 7. Based on the 
~ · Next seen, on September 16, Joseph Conrad novel, "The 
1-titchcock: "Many films are pieces of life. Mine are slices of cake." 
SEcret Agent," it stars Oscar 
Homolka and Sylvia Sidney, 
whose big scene in this film has 
been called " one of her best 
moments on the screen. " 
Young and Innocent (1 937) , 
will be seen October 14. Based 
on Josephine Tey's novel, " A 
Shilling for Candles," the film ex-
emplifies a Hitchcock specialty 
- the double chase - and con-
tains some of his finest, most 
spectacular earner work . 
Released in America as " The Girl 
Was Young," the film boasts con-
vincing performances and a 
credible storyl ine. 
HITCHCOCK : THE EARLY 





by Lynn Richmond Bowers .,, 
Animal House, starring John • 
Belushi and Donald Suther.land is ;?:! 
appropriately titled. A racous n 
renegade of a film , National ::1111: 
Lampoon 's farcial poke at ~ 
college in the early sixties is the 6 
funniest movie I've ever seen. .,, 
The minimal storyline focuses ·• 
on a fraternity house comprised ;?! 
of a bunch of manic misfits.-Re- n 
jected and denounced by the =:ii: 
other " typical" honor frater- ;?:! 
n1t1es the brothers of Animal a 
House do their hysterical best to ;: 
live up to their name. .., 
The fraternity house itself is a C: . 
dead giveaway. The structure c, 
looks like a cross between a den =:ii: 
of iniquity and the Munsters ;:?:! 
stage set. Probably the same !i 
could be said of those who • ... 
• A. 
Q ... ... 
I -= 
5, 4, 3, 2 CAPRICORN ONE in~:~:~~~~;~::hdae~~nsv~~~-the ~ mayor's daughter, the dean's ;:1111: wife, a missing psych exam, a ~ 
cular hoax in the new Warner I d"d ' h · - deaQ horse and a toga party. ,-U "Capricorn One" is an adven-
:::; ture film built around a space 
:; agency hoax concerning a simu-
A. lated flight to Mars. The film was 
9 written and directed by Peter 
.., Hyams and includes stars James 
:iii: Brolin, Eliot Gould, Brenda 
g Vacarro, Hal Holbrook, Karen 
~ Black, Telly Savallas, and O .J. 
en Simpson. 
A. 
means I n t ave to go off and I had done .before, like endear- The bad guys include the I 
Bros. film "Capricorn One." get with my Stanisllavski's 'Build- ing yourself to your wife and Dean, who has placed Animal • 
In an interview followihg the ing A Character' book or some- kids, or running with a gun in House on super-secret proba- .., 
first preview screening of thing, but the physical things, I your hand with some guys chas- tion in an effort to have this i; 
" Capricorn One," where thought, were terrific cha I- ing you. I mean, how many ways blighted thorn removed from his ::1111: 
audience enthusiasm for the film lenges in 'Capricorn One.' There can you do that? I'm very frank proverbial side and the dean 's ~ 
had been exceptionally high, is a scene, out on the desert about these things because I find cohorts, an opposing militant ,-
Brolin was asked what special where I kill and eat a rattre~ no mysteries in this film busi- fraternity of snobs. 1 !i 
moments he had during the snake, for example, which isn't ness until they pop up for me, The laughs are furiously fast as • 
filming: faked too awfully much. Now which in essence, is why_ I was the inept Animals led by John .., 
something like that isn't very drawn to 'Capricorn One.' The Belushi counterattack their 5 
BRO LIN : "My fa vo rite mentally taxing, but it is part of mysteries are right there in front righteous rivals. The last fifteen ;:1111: 
moments are those in which I am the test that you give yourself. of you, but it do,esn 't make any minutes are sheer comedic ~ 
tested more, in any film. Now my difference. The film is remark- delight. · 6 
character was not especially " The other facets of 'Capri- able in that respect because it Wait in line _ Don't miss -v 
9 Brolin is the former co-star of 
.., the "Marcus Welby" television 
:iii: series who assumes the role of an 
U astronaut who becomes an it unwilling participant in a specta-
dOl:1·>1~11:1 
deep in his thinking, which corn One' were really th ings that will still definitely get to you. " Animal farm. • 
ldOl:l·)J:Jll:1 ldOl:l·>l:Jn:I ldOl:l·>l:Jll:I SdOl:l·>l:Jll:I SdOl:l·>l":Jll:1 SdOl:l·>l:Jll:I SdOl:l·>l:Jil:I SdOl:l·>l:Jll:I SdOl:l·>l:Jll:I SdOl:1·>1:Jll°i 
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Media Students Prepare Minority Wins Incentive 
Ms. Yvonne McLean, Irving-
ton , a Kean College of New 
Jersey school of ed1,Jcation 
student, was presented with a 
$500 Carnation/Nystrom Com-
pany Teaching Incentive Award 
on Tuesday, August 8th, in the 
office of the president of the 
college, Dr. Nathan L. Weiss. Ac-
cording to Bernard J. Krauss, 
Nystrom Company representa-
tive, "The teaching incentive 
award is given to a senior or 
graduating minority student ma-
joring in education, who is in-
volved in civic affairs, and race or 
community relations, on or off 
campus, and who is committed 
to teach in the ghettoes and bar-
rios of the inner cities." 
graduate of Essex County Com-
munity College and expects to 
begin teaching in September. 
She is a volunteer worker with 
the Irvington Juvenile C~nfer-
ence Committee and a member 
of Lifers, a club dedicated to 
helping children and teenagers 
who are delinquent. Ms. McLean 
also does volunteer work with 
Las Amigas, an organization that 
raises scholarship money for dis-
advantaged children. 
With anchor persons on major audio/ visual techniques. 
networks becoming celebrities After students finish their basic 
and drawing six figure salaries it 's 
no wonder more and more 
students are being attracted to 
careers in news broadcasting. 
A closer look at " stardom " in 
network news reveals that those 
who make it to the top spend 
years working their way up to it, 
and that those few who do make 
it, usually don't stay at the top 
long. 
With that in mind, Keari 
College in Union has developed 
an interdiscriplinary approach to 
media studies which gives 
students who are initially at-
tracted to the glamour of net-
work news a comprehensive and 
practical understanding of the 
many aspects of a career in 
media . 
Students enrolled in the 
Speech/Theatre/Media pro-
gram at Kean study an electric 
curriculum that ranges from 
writing workshops in the 
college's radio station to busi-
ness management courses. Dr. 
Lumsden, chairperson of the 
STM program, explains that " we 
provide the stuaents with a back-
ground that will make them flex-
ible and marketable in a wide 
range of businesses that are now 
using media trained students." 
Dr. Lumsden cited public rela-
tion firms, higher education 
institutions, and local television 
and radio stations as examples of 
places which have requested 
media-trained students or stu-
dents who could train others in 
audio/ visual techniques. 
course requirements in media 
theory and training at Kean , they 
then have two options. Students 
interested solely in broadcast-
ing careers intern part-time at 
local radio or television stations 
while maintaining a course 
schedule that includes work-
shops in advanced technical 
production as well as voice and 
writing training. These students 
can also take advantage of Kean's 
student-run radio station 
(WKCU) and the student-run 
television club. 
WKCU is completely staffed by 
students in the positions of 
general manager, station 
manager, news director, record 
librarian, executive · secretary, 
technician and disc jockey. Two 
"hands-on" lab courses are con-
ducted in the radio station: 
broadcasting journalism and 
speech for broadcasting. The 
station currently has an applica-
tion pending with the Federal 
Communications Commission 
for a slot on the FM band. The 
television club, also funded and 
maintained by students, is plan-
ning to present a half hour 
weekly news show in the fall. 
Students who want to use their 
media skills for developing 
careers in corporate, educa-
tional or public relations work 
can undertake part-time or full-
time internship with institutions 
in the field of their choice while 
also studying business funda-
Gourmand 
(_Continued from page 5) 
strangely lifeless despite the 
pseudo-life giving rhythms and 
the amount of energy expended. 
It's amazingly shallow without 
any interpersonal reactions go-
ing on. The really frightening 
part is that that's the way it's sup-
posed to be. 
No need for worrying about 
anyone as another person, just a 
collection of jutting hips and jer-
king anatomy. Have we really 
run out of things to say or is it just 
a wide spread apathy? 
Set up the sonic wall which 
precludes all spoken commun-
ication and you ' re left with only 
kinesics. But we're not good 
enough to get across the right 
messages. That requires too 
much work. One must start thin-
king of the other and, without 
resolving our own identity, take 
into account theirs. 
Sounds ·awfully lecturish, 
doesn't it ... and perhaps it is. It's , 
still too fresh in my mind to be 
treated objectively and I still am 
partially deaf from the noise and 
have a bad taste from the 
watered down drinks. 
And they'll get away with it 
because the clientele hasn't had 
the experience of going to a real 
night spot where the atmos-
phere encourages good talk with 
good people. Where the drinks 
carry authority and the snacks 
have more taste than old cellu-
loid home movies. 
But this is a very serious note 
for such a column to start on. I 
promise to become more light-
hearted in the future .. . But, for 
now. I'll let this one stand. 
Kids and Seniors Grow 
With Whiteman 
The name of the Whiteman 
Center for Lifelong Learning at 
Kean College in Union, is 
becoming well known both on 
and off the college campus. 
Whiteman is a senior citizens' 
center on a college campus 
where people from the age of 
three through 62+ are learning 
and growing together. Ac-
cording to Carl DeVore, coor-
dinator of center activities, " We 
are different from other senior 
cit izen centers because we have 
people of all ages on campus, 
and our senior citizens are not 
isolated from other age groups. " 
Whiteman members have 
recently made fr iends with pre-
school children who attend a day 
care center on the college cam-
pus while their parents go to 
classes. Involvement is begin-
ning to build in both directions 
in a variety of ways. On a recent 
occasion, school age children · 
from the Campus School of the 
Child Study Institute of Kean 
College, came to a ventriloquist 
show at Whiteman Lounge and, 
mutually attracted, stayed to 
socialize. Whiteman members 
, are now planning an open house 
for faculty, staff and student 
friends throughout the college. 
Charlotte Flanzer, a member 
of the Whiteman Center and an 
undergraduate student a_t the 
college matriculating towards a 
bachelor's degree, finds that age 
is no barrier to making friends in 
class. " One young friend of mine 
confided to me that he wants to 
be an artist and his parents want 
him to do something that offers 
more security. I can understand 
both sides, and I explained how 
his parents must view it. This 
morning another classmate told 
me he's tired of school after 
twelve years, and I told him how 
the education he is getting now 
will mold his whole future, in 
work and in personal life. " 
Equipped with I.D. cards and 
parking permits, Whitem·an 
Center members take advan-
tage of lectures, concerts, plays 
and movies offered by the 
college. Their Advisory Council 
meets monthly and plans for the 
future. Meanwhile, their com-
fortable and pleasant lounge 
grows in popularity as a great 
place to eat, drink, learn and 
socialize. 
mentals, attending public rela-
tions workshops and upgrading 
speaking and writing skills at 
Kean. Many of these media 
trained students take advantage 
of the college's cooperative 
education program and secure 
paying positions for themselves 
while still completing their 
college studies. 
Ms. McLean, who will 
graduate with a bachelor's 
degree in elementary education 
at the end of August, is also a 
A member of the Baptist Chur-
ch, Ms. McLean sings in the adult 
choir and has travelled and sung 
with the Drinkard's Ensemble, a 
gospel music group. She is mar-
ried to Willie McLean, who is a 
machine shop foreman with the 
Sundial & Panel Corporation of 
Fairfield, New Jersey, and the 
mother of Shiela, 17, a senior in · 
Irvington High School. 
The Instructional Resource 
Center at Kean, which. functions 
as a media resource center for 
the entire campus, allows 
students to practice basic media 
skills toward varying career goals 
and interests. At the moderrt and 
well-equipped IRC, students 
work with the IRC staff to learn 
first-hand how media resources 
enhance learning, function in 
broadcasting, and assist in pub-
licizing marketing plans. The IRC 
staff is made up of media profes-
sionals who relay technical infor-
mation and basic know-how 
which encourages students to 
develop the broad cultural back-




At Kean College, a student 
who goes into the media 
program hoping to become a 
network celebrity may graduate 
with the same ambition; the 
student will also graduate, the 
college hopes with practical 
understanding of the broadcas-
ting business and those basic 
abilities that can make some part 
of the dream come true. 
Leslie Allen is 19 years old and 
a full-time student at Kean 
College of New Jersey. She is one 
of two women at Kean who is 
now enrolled in the ROTC. In 
the fall , Leslie will start her junior 
year in an undergraduate social 
work program at the college. In 
1980, when she graduates, she 
will hold _a bachelor's degree in 
social work - as well as the com-
mission of second lieutenant in 
the United States Army. 
" Today, a lot of women are go-
ing into the Army because jobs 
Speak Easy 
(Continued from page 4) 
you're eligible, too-for parking in the roadway. But, that was after 
the Kean Keystone Kops (KKK) returned from apprehending an 
alleged parking violation perpetrator (whose M.O. is well known to 
all Dick Tracy Club members) on a downtown Elizabeth street-3½ 
miles from Campus. -
Anyway, the KKK accused the poor girl of "Perpetrating in Public." 
She was horribly embarrassed. What would her parents say? The ad-
ministration surely had reason to suspend her now. Consulting her 
invaluable Student Handbook, she checked the index on page 24and 
found that Crime Detection and Investigation was covered on page 
10. There she found she could call extention 2233 for counseling on 
such crimes as Perpetrating in Public. 
That whole mess couhfbe avoided. It's only a little over four miles 
from home to school. Any number of alternatives exist: sell my car .. 
thumb it ... bike it. .. walk it . . . screw it! I and some ten thousand 
others paid for an equal right to one of the 3168 parking spaces avail-
able (2470 student spaces). I want my 31.7% of a space! Maybe we 
could all demonstrate our feelings about this parking crap. Why not? 
Perhaps we could all park vertically across two spaces on September 
26. That would cue the Administration in our feelings-Imagine, 
everyone Perpetrating in Public at once! Lot's of us have complained 
in letters, etc., but no matter how many of us write, there's no ap-
parent unity. If we' re visible, we'll be-heard . 
Maybe you have other ideas on communication with the adminis-
tration, or better yet, maybe you have solutions to the problem in 
mind (like a shuttle bus to the perimeter lots). Write: Speakeasy, c/o 
Independent and drop it in the campus mail. 
are scarce - but few of them think 
of joining ROTC and going into 
the Army with a commission. 
Why shouldn't women start 
looking for the same advantages 
as men have always had?", asks 
Leslie. Completing high school, 
Leslie decided to join the service 
because she knew her parents 
could not afford to send her to 
college. When she found she 
could get financial aid, she en-
rolled instead in Kean's social 
work program· and plans to join 




Joseph Adam Cherepon of 
Carteret, s!udent of psychology 
at Kean College of New Jersey 
and winner of a Garden State 
Fellowship award, was recently 
honored by Governor Byrne and 
Chancellor Hollander at a lunch-
eon at Drumthwacket given for 
the first 25 winners of the newly 
approved Garden State Fellow-
ships. The $4,000 awards will an-
nually enable 25 of New Jersey's 
best students to pursue graduate 
education in their chosen fields. 
Cherepon, who earned his 
bachelor's degree at Kean 
College where he was a member 
of three honor socieities, will 
continue to study for his gradu-
ate degree in school psychology 
at Kean this fall. 
When he graduated from 
Metuchen High School in 1970, 
Cherepon started his under-
graduate study at the University 
of Notre Dame. Shortly after-
Socia I WO r k CI U b wards; he left college to play in a 
. local rock and roll band known 
by Valerie Northy 
As the school year begins, the 
social work majors prepare 
themselves for the upcoming 
semester. The social work 
program directed by Dr. George 
Metry, is becoming well known 
not only throughout the Kean 
College Community but also in 
many surrounding areas. 
Kean 's Social Work Program is 
exceptional. A great asset to the 
program is that of Dr. Metry, 
who has held positions with the 
National Association of Social 
Workers and is presently Presi-
dent of the New Jersey Chapter. 
The program is also fortunate in 
having Tom Sullivan, a student 
who was recently elected the 
undergraduate representative.-
Students enrolled in this 
program will be receiving the 
Bachelor of Social Work degree 
(BSW) along with two years of 
field experience upon gradua-
tion. Another opportunity avail-
able to the students is the job 
placement program headed by 
Mr. Schrieber, Coordinator of 
Field Work. 
This past summer, the Execu-
tive Board along with other 
members of the Social Work 
Club worked diligently on plans 
for the upcoming_ semeSt~r. as The Obvious. For several 
Some_of the _plans_d1scussed 1_n- years, he played with the group, 
elude .. an. orientation for soc~al studied at Manhattan School of 
wor~, Juniors, l~tures and dis- Music and composed music. 
cussio~s on the ?Ifferent aspe~s Returning to college, he entered 
of social work in everyday life the psychology department at 
presented by faculty members Kean, where he combined music 
from other ?epa_rtments, _g~est with his major by writing psy-
talks by outside field specialists, chological portraits of 
and a trip to the NASW Schumann Ravel and Wagner 
~onf~rence titled this year Eventually; Cherepon hopes t~ 
5?ci~I Worker as a Psychother- write a book on the psycholo-
ap1st. . gical backgrounds of all the great 
(Contmued on page 12) western composers. 
A Gem of an Exhibit 
Mrs. Jean Schroeter of Chat-
ham, a high school physical 
education instructor studying for 
her master's degree in art educa-
tion and museology at Kean 
College, is directing the college's 
first jewlery exhibition to be held 
from September 11 through Oc-
tober 6 in Kean 's Vaughn Eames 
gallery. 
Mrs. Schroeter, whose pain-
tings and macrame works have 
been exhibited and sold locally, 
explains that she became 
interested in museums three 
years ago. Since her children 
were leaving home to pursue 
careers, she decided to return to 
the development of her artistic 
interests by entering in the 
master's degree program at 
Ke;in . Following a course in 
museum theory and training, 
and encouraged by her art 
faculty's interests in jewelry, she 
decided to put on an exhibition. 
The show, " Focus on Precious 
Materials," will be the first ex-
hibit at the college devoted en-
tirely to jewelry. 
An opening reception will 
take place on September 1 O from 
3:00 to 5:00 p.m. Gallery hours 
are weekdays from 10:00 a.m. to 
2:00 p.m. and by appointment. 
Further information can be ob-




New non-credit courses on subjects ranging from 
Holocaust litera,t_ure to the treasures of King Tut will be 
added to the Kean College Continuing Education 
Center program this fall. Adult learners will also now be 
able to plan for their retirement, practice the latest in 
jazz dances, develop a connoisseur's appreciation of 
American wines, or improve a broad variety of physical 
and academic skills. 
The course in Holocaust litera• 
ture will include readings from 
many of the diaries and memoirs 
on which the recent NBC four-
part special , " Holocaust," was 
based and will be taught by Dr. 
Lester Eckman of Kean's foreign 
language department. A sur-
vivor of the Holocaust, Dr. Eck-
man is a well-known lecturer and 
author, whose works include a 
biography of Menchem Begin. 
The historic and cultural back-
ground of the famous " Trea-
sures of Tutankhamen," the 
Egyptian exhibit to be shown at 
the M etropolitan Museum of Art 
in Decem ber, w ill be descri bed 
in a series of four slide-lectures. 
For people planning to retire, 
a six-week series entit led " Look-
ing Forward : Pre-Retirement 
Planning Seminar" will cover 
financial p lanning, t he use of lei -
sure t ime, emotional and phy-
sica l well-being, and other 
topics. 
The accent will be on how to 
identify American wines in an 
eight-week course, " Wine Ap-
preciation : American Wines," 
taught by instructors from Les 
Amis du Vin. Classes will include 
tasting of various vintages. 
William Chaison , a profes-
sional dancer who has appeared 
with Alvin Ailey and other 
national companies, will teach 
steps, styles and rhythms of jazz 
dancing in a ten-week course. 
Mr. Chaison , most recently a 
member of the Eleo Pomare 
Dance Company is a National En-
dow ment Artist- in-Residence at 
Kean. 
New physical skills programs 
include swimming and per-
sonalized exercise. " Intermed-
iate Swimming" will be offered 
for adults who have mastered the 
fundamentals of swimming and 
want to improve style and tech-
nique. The course w ill em-
phasize rhythmical breathing 
INDEPENDENT 
Grows 
and the basics of d iving as well as 
a review of the seven basic 
strokes. " Tone Up, Slim Down" 
has been developed for out-of-
shape or overweight partici-
pants who want to plan a per-
sonal program of exercise and 
diet control. There are no res-
trictions for age, sex or phys ical 
fitness. 
The Continuing Education 
Center w i ll also offer language 
courses for beginners in 
Hebrew, Spanish, French and 
Japanese. Each course will em-
phasize informal conversation 
useful in travel, bus iness and 
social relationships. Instructors 
include many who are native to 
the language they will teach. 
Pqpular courses to be 
repeated in the fall semester will 
incl ude " How to Start Your Own 
Business," " Tracing Your Ances-
try," "Law for Laymen," " How to 
Look at A rt," " Writi ng and Se ll-
ing Non-Fictio n," " Fundamen-
tals of Tennis," " Swimming for 
Beginners," and " Diamonds, 
Gold and All Those Other 
Minerals." 
Additional registration infor-
mation or a copy of the fall Con-
t inuing Education brochure is 
available by calling (201) 527-
2163 or 527-2210. All classes 
begin in September or ear ly O c-
tober. 
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Manufacturer Misleads 
Public On Contraceptive 
The Food and Drug Admin is-
tration is alert ing health profes-
sionals and the public that en-
care oval, a popular contracep-
tive drug sold without prescrip-
tion, has not been proved either 
more or less effective than other 
contraceptives that work by 
inactivating sperm. 
Encare oval is a vaginal suppos-
itory that effervesces after inser-
tion and becomes a spermicide 
foam. 
Introduced in the Fall of 1977, 
encare oval for several months 
was promoted as being 99 
percent effective. If that claim 
were true, the product would be 
as effective as the bi rth control 
pill. 
The spericide in encare oval , 
nonoxynol-9, has been used for 
more than a decade in contra-
cept ive p roducts, but ava i lable 
evidence is insufficient to deter-
mine accurately t he effecti ve-
ness of the products containing 
it. 
An FDS Expert Committee has 
advised it would expect encare 
oval to be about as effective as 
similar contraceptives sold with-
out prescription. These products 
range in effectiveness from 71 to 
98 percent, due mainly to sub-
stanti al variation in the care w ith 
which women follow directions 
for use. 
FDA Commissioner Donald 
Kennedy said : " Effectiveness 
claims for contraceptives must 
be supported by sound scientific 
evidence. Otherwise, people 
will have unrealistic expecta-
tions of what the products can 
do, and unwanted pregnancies 
will result ." 
Encare oval 's 99 percent effec-
tiveness claims were based 
primarily on two studies done in 
Europe. FDA's Advisory Com-
mittee found the studies poorl y 
conducted and unreliable. 
Brown Re-elected 
To Kean Trustees Kean Judaic Studies To Begin 
The commissioner sa id : " En-
care oval appears to be especi all y 
popular on college campuses 
and among teenagers . With one 
million pregnancies now oc-
curing each year among teenage 
Americans, it is urgent that this 
group have the clearest and most 
rel iable information about con-
traceptives, especially those 
available to them over-the-
co u n te r and without a 
physician 's instruction. To this 
group, especially, we are saying 
- not that vaginal contracep-
tive foam and gels are unreliable 
- but that none has been shown 
by scientific evidence to be 
clearly more effective than its 
compet it ors in prevent i ng 
pregnancy." 
The manufacturer of encare 
oval, Eaton-Merz Laborator ies, 
Norwi ch , New York, di s-
continued the 99 percent effec-
tiveness claim in April. FDA is 
alerting health professional and 
the public about the misleading 
claims because of the lasting im-
pact of previous promotions and 
advertising. 
Governor Brendan Byrne has 
approved the Board of Educa-
t ion 's reappointment of Dr. John 
R. Brown, Jr. of Short Hills to the 
Board of Trustees at Kean 
College of New Jersey. He has 
been a trustee at Kean since 1967. 
A past vice president of 
research and development at the 
Colgate-Palmolive Company in 
Piscataway, Dr. Brown earned 
B.A. and M .A. degrees from 
Oberlin College and an Sc.D. 
degree from the Massachusetts 
Institute o f Technology. Dr. 
Brown has served as chairman of 
the Board of Trustees at Kean 
College and as chairman of the 
New Jersey Council of State 
Colleges. 
Full-time undergraduates inter-
ested in intercollegiate platform 
tennis competition should con-
tact Dolores Shiposh before 
September 15th. Call ext. 2389 or 
come to T-113. 
A new collateral program in 
Judaic Stud ies, culminating in a 
special seminar, will be offered 
at Kean College th is fall. The 
program is the first o f its kind at a · 
New Jersey state college, and wi II 
offer courses in Hebrew lan-
guage, Jewish history, Holo-
caust literature and the Ameri-
can Jewish novel for the fall 
semester. 
A course in the pol itics of Is-
rael will be offered as a mid-year 
study program during the month 
of January, between the fall and 
spring semester . It is open to all 
students and will consist of a tour 
of the state of Israel, focusing on 
the political problems of the 
country . Lectures and seminars 
will be conducted by professors 
from Israel i universities, govern-
ment officials, business and labor 
leaders and Arab leaders . The 
cost of the program will be ap-
proximately $1 ,250 and applica-
tions for scholarships offered by 
the Jewish Federation of Central 
New Jersey, may be obtained by 
calling the program director, Dr. 
Gilbert Kahn, at 526-2066. 
Accord ing to studies done by 
the B'nai B'rith Hillel Founda-
t ion, more than 200 colleges and 
universities around the country 
are -offering programs in Judaic 
studies. The Kean College 
program is open to undergrad-
uate students and adults in the 
community. Dr. Joseph Prei l, 
faculty member of the depart-
ment of educational arts and 
systems, is the coordinator. 
Can Buttons Express Student Views? 
The following material is ex-
cerpted from an American Civil 
LibertieJ Union Hardbook, The 
Rights of Students, by Alan 
Levine and Eve Cary. The paper-
back can be purchased from the 
American Civil Liberties Union, 
45 Academy Street, Newark, 
New Jersey 07102. ACLU-NJ 
membership information is also 
available. 
Q . Can students wear buttons 
and other symbols to express 
their views? 
A. Usually, yes, since wearing a 
button rarely disrupts any school 
activity. However, one court 
Thunday, September 7, 1978 




Saturday, September 9, 1978 
10:00 a.m.-5 :00 p.m. 
10 a.m.-12 midnight 
Sunday, September 10, 1978 
6:00 p .m. 
7: 30 p .m. 
Monday, September 11, 1978 
7:00-8 :00 p.m. 
7:30-9 :30 p .m. 
Tuesday, September 12, 1978 
12:30-2:30 p.m. 
1 :40-2:55 p.m. 
" 
Wednesday, September 13, 1978 
3 & 8 p.m. 
7:00-10:00 p.m. 
refused to permit students to Cambodia and the killing of four 
wear buttons because thos~ han- students at Kent State Universit y 
ding out the buttons were being by National Guardsmen. The 
noisy and stopping other court found thattheschool body 
students in the hall. In another was divided on these issues and 
case, students were not allowed that a potentially disruptive 
to wear buttons because, in the · situation existed which would 
past, students had worn racially justify a temporary restriction on 
inflammatory buttons that had certain types of armbands. 
caused tensions and 1disruptions The latter situations are 
at the school. unusual, however, and the 
Similarly, another court 
upheld a school principal 's ban 
on the wearing of armbands 
bearing the words " strike," 
" rally, " and " stop the killing" 
just after the U.S. invasion of 
CLASSES RESUME 
Student Council Meeting 
Evening Student Council Meeting 
Elite Society Disco - $2 admission 
Hotl ine Training 
Hotline Training 
Mass 
school can almost never legally 
restrict the wearing of any but-
ton or other insignia. The mere 
fact that someone finds the mes-
sage on your button offensive is 
not a valid reason to keep you 
from wearing it . 
Mtg Rm A 
Alumni Lge 
Grill Rm 
Alumni Lge, Mtg Rm A 
Mtg Rm B 
CCB Fi lm : " Voyage of the Dammed" 
25¢ admiss ion 
Browsing Rm 
Wilkins Theatre 
Even ing Student Council Coffee Hour 






Education Policy Science 
Townsend Lecture Committee 
S/ A Film : " Casablanca" free 
Visual Communication Seminar 
Bruce, Townsend, 
Hutch Lobbies 
Mtg Rm B 
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USSA BORN . IN BOULDER 
(Continued from page 1) 
with NSA's international affairs 
and extensive financing of the 
international branch was pro-
vided by the CIA. In 1967, after 
the CIA ties were exposed, the 
NSA broke off relations with the 
CIA. At this point a group of 
colleges from California, dis-
illusioned NSA's government 
ties, split off from the parent 
organization and formed the 
Nat ional Student Lobby with the 
intentions of restr ict ing lobby 
efforts to educational issues. 
The NSL was o r iginally very· 
bitter towards the NSA and com-
municat ions came to a stand-
still. 
Early in the seventies the next 
big change in the fortunes of the 
two lobby groups arose when 
NSA lost its preferred tax status 
and jo ined NSL as a group wit h 
shaky fi nances. Prior to that time 
NSA was ~ a inly funded by grants 
from Foundations but, with the 
loss of its favorable tax status it 
had to depend upon its member-
ship dues. NSL never really had a 
sound financial basis, depending 
as it did on revenues generated 
by conventions. 
The need for a merger soon 
became evident: If there is no 
merger, the competition for 
members and lobbying effec-
tiveness would soon bankrupt 
both groups. After much dis-
cussion and argument, resolu-
tions calling for the consolida-
tion of both groups were passed 
in 1975. In 1977 NSL moved into 
NSA's offices, the governing 
Boards of both bodies were 
meeting in joint sessions, a coali-
tion bank account was formed, a 
joint lobbying conference was 
agreed upon, and so much more 
work was done towards the 
merger that it could finally be 
visualized as a viable reality in 
t~ near future. 
On April 16, 1976 the first 
NSA/NSL Joint Lobbying 
Conference was held in Wash-
ington, D.C. At this conference 
an agreement was made to allow 
the leaderships of NSA and NSL 
to pursue and finally implement 
a merger upon the approval of 
their respective memberships at 
the First National Student 
Convention which was held in 
August. 
While a simple analysis of the 
recent history of the two groups 
may have made the merger seem 
inevitable, there were still major 
differences in the structure of 
the two groups that would make 
the merger a difficult issue. The 
three major differences lay in; 
the proxy voting issue, Affirma-
t ive Action guidel ines and im-
plementation, and finally, lob-
bying priori ties. 
Before conti nu ing it shou ld be 
noted that the merger had 
already passed and by a land-
slide at that. Also consider ' that 
there was enough support to 
eliminate proxy voting, pass the 
Affirmative Action guidelines, 
and endorse the lobbying for 
social issues with only a minor 
compromise or no compromise 
at all. What was being con-
sidered here was not the merger, 
the merger was already history. 
What was being considered was 
the success of the merger. The 
merger would have accom-
plished nothing if a significant 
minority of students had with-
drawn from membership, as 
many threatened, because an , 
uncompromis ing majority in-
sisted on having their ow n way 
with the By-Laws. 
Proxy Voting 
Proxy vot ing, where o ne per-
son can vote for many others, 
was allowed by the NSL but not 
in the NSA which had a one per-
son-one vote rule. The major 
argument favoring proxy voting 
is its lack of expense. As the 
President of the California State 
--College Student Association 
(who carried 86 votes) put it, " I 
come from California, the Pro-
position 13 state, we just don' t 
have the money to send people 
all over the country to conven-
tions." He argued that imposing 
a one person-one vote rule 
would amount to an auction of 
votes to the richest schools. 
Arguments against proxy vot-
ing were the difficulties and well 
nigh impossibility of establish-
ing Affirmative Action with a 
proxy voting system, the fact that 
NSA rotates its summer conven-
tion amongst the different geo-
logical areas and also offers 
travel subsidies to delegations on 
a distance traveled scale. 
A compromise was later 
reached that eliminated the 
proxy voting system and also 
eliminated membership voting 
at the annual lobbying confer-
ence which is always held in 
Washington, D.C. Membership 
voting in the future will be con-
fined to the National Student 
Congress in August. 
Affirmative Action 
anism being set up for third 
world and women students to 
monitor the delegation selection 
process, the Congress . Steering 
Committee may elect one of 
three possible courses of action : 
(1) Continue the Affiliates status 
as a member in good standing. 
(2) Place the Affiliate on a pro-
bationary status with full 
membership rights until the next 
Congress (one year) after which 
it will return . as a member in 
good standing if no furtHer viola-
tions have been committed, if 
further violat ions have been 
committed - then (3) The dele-
gat ion will be p laced on immed-
iate p robation w ith the Steering 
Committee recommending t hat 
the membership body void the 
del_egations credentials. Upon a 
simple majority vote of the 
membership, the delegations 
credent ials w i ll be voided. 
The Affirmative 'Action guide-
lines were brought to t he floor of 
the Tuesday night By- Laws Plen-
ary Session at 2:30 a.m. and 
tabled at 3:15 a.m. Wednesday 
morning until the next day. The 
session recessed at 3:30 a.m. 
Wednesday's By-Laws Plenary 
was prefaced first, by an address 
from a Russian delegation critic-
izing U.S. foreign policy and 
then by speeches from candi-
dates for Executive Director of 
USSA. After the speeches, the 
Aff irmative Action guidelines 
remainedtabled and the remain-
ing By-Laws were considered 
while Affirmative Action lobby-
ists rushed from table to table 
making minor compromises. 
Finally by 2:30a.m. Thursday, the 
Affirmative . .Action ~ guidelines 
were approved, the By-Laws 
were accepted and the By-Laws 
Plenary Session was adjourned. 
Issue Priorities and 
the Reform Caucus 
A sleeper of an issue that en-
dangered the merger was; on 
which issues ' should• the lobby-
ing resources be expended? 
There were primarily two issue 
distinctions made: educational 
issues and social issues. 
Educational issues were said to 
encompass mainly the student's 
special affairs with legislation in-
volving students and, peripher-
ally, those social issues that were 
indirectly connected with 
students. For instance; students 
should have a say in the revenue 
generating investments of their 
colleges. This would be the case 
with a college investing in com-
panies doing business with S. Af-
rica. 
The Affirmative Action guide-
lines faced opposition primarily 
on the grounds of how they 
should be implemented. The 
guidelines apply only to delega-
tions of three or more people 
who were not all elected by their 
student body ifl a general elec-
tion. They hold that: every dele-
gation of three or more people 
which does not include at least 
one woman and one third world 
minority shall automatically have 
its credentials reviewed. 
After a review of the delega-
tion 's credentials which must in-
clude : (1) Letters recruit ing 
women and · minority students 
from campus organizations. (2) 
Evidence of publ ic notice given 
to encourage third world and 
women students to participate 
pr ior to the selection of t he dele-
gation. (31 Evidence of a mech-
Social issues were defined as 
those. issues effecting students as 
people. In other words, under 
t he preview of social issues lay 
any issue on campus or off cam-
pus that students m ight sym-
pathize with. Examples of social 
issues are; the NSA boycott of 
Coors beer and J.P. Stevens 
products for commiting unfair 
labor practices, or whether 
women should have a right to . 
have abortions. 
The arguments for and against 
limiting lobby resources to 
educational issues can be sum-
marized into two main position 
statements. 
A partial view of the NSA Congress Plenary Session at the Glenn 
Miller Ballroom at University of Colorado-Boulder. 
For : Lobbyists are experts in a 
particular field and thus their 
effectiveness as lobbyists is 
dependent on their expertise. 
Students are experts on educa-
t ion and the adm inistrat ion of 
education. They shou ld not 
imperi l thei r credibilit y on 
educational matters by endors-
ing a platform on whi ch t heir 
knowledge is naive, at best, such 
as with foreign policy. The 
rational being that there are 
people who study foreign policy 
for a living and have been doing 
so most of their life. This makes 
T~~ inviting Flatirons of the Foothills to the Rockies went virtually un-
VISlted by the busy Kean Delegation. 
them much more qualified than ·tions on education, they were 
students to speak on foreign badly outnumbered on social is-
policy. Simple put, the group in sues. As one Reform Caucus 
_favor of limiting lobby resources Delegate from Tennessee said 
to educational issues felt that in reference to the NSA boycot~ 
much more could be accom- on Coors beer, " I didn't come 
plished by such a narrowing of 900 miles to not drink Coors 
. beer." scope. 
Against: People opposed to The outcome of this alliance 
limiting the scope of the issues was a compromise attached as a 
addressed to educational rider to the proxy voting com-
matters stated that, " Education is promise which requires a sixty 
a social issuel " Besides, the percent majority for passage of 
division made by the pro- legislative resolutions and man-
ponents is so vague that it dates. 
becomes arbitrary. For example: 
When are day care centers 
educational issues and when are 
· they social ' issues? It cannot be 
said that they are educational 
when students use them and 
social when workers do because 
they might even be using the 
same day care center. Also, what 
about the student's and college's 
responsibilities to the society 
that educates and supports 
them? No, they argued, students 
cannot and should not try to 
divorce themselves from society 
at large to become a class unto 
themselves, thinking only of 
themselves. They are people 
before they are students. They 
should take full advantage of 
their artificial and temporary 
unity as a special interest group 
to state their position on the full 
range of educational issues, 
namely; social issuesl 
The Educational vs social 
.debate brought together two 
large regional minorities that 
had little else in common; the 
California group and a group 
calling itself The Reform Caucus. 
The Reform Caucus was mainly 
composed of conservat ive 
students from the deep south 
and the southwest. These two 
groups opposed using lobby 
funds for social •issues for t heir 
own divergen t reasons. 
The Califo rnian's wished to 
limit the scope of lobbying to 
economize on effort and max-
imize on results. This legislative 
philosophy is also clearly evident 
in their other main positions at 
!_he conference; proxy voting 
and support of strong executive 
branches of government. Proxy 
voting has economy (only one 
person) and it has maximum 
effect, (numerous votes). The 
strong executive government 
bias as economy and effective-
ness is evinced in t he practice of 
electing only a chief executive 
who appoints the execut ive 
board. Not to· mention, as many 
Cal ifornians did, that they were 
from the proposition 13 state 
(economy for effect. ) 
The Reform Caucas wished to 
narrow the scope of the issues 
lobbied for because they were a 
minority of conservatives on a 
basically liberal body. While they 
agreed with most of the resolu-
Conference Quips 
The student government of 
the University of Colorado at 
Boulder, which hosted the 
convention, withdrew from NSA 
when the membership voted to 
conduct an on campus inves-
tigation into alleged Affirmative 
Action violations. This h.ippened 
just minutes after the UC 
Boulder delegation had been 
reinstated as a member in good 
standing. They had been placed 
on a probationary status the pre-
vious year for Affirmative Action 
viol!_!ions. 
The New Jersey State College 
system conducted a merger, of 
sorts, of its own. 
.Dan Lemberg's Ice· Tea was 
named the officiar Garden Key-
stone Regional Drink. 
Yes Virginia, Conventions 
have a purpose. The Kean dele-
gation was so involved in con-
vention affairs that it had hardly 
any time to explore the beauti-
ful countryside. Some lucky 
delegates even got off the con-
vention site twice. 
UC at Boulder's food service is 
named, The Packer Grill , after 
Alfred Packer, an army guide 
who murdered, robbed and 
canabal ized five men that he was 
leading across the Rock ies. 
The USSA isn't only co nven-
tions, it's action. In April a dele-
gation from the NSA/NSL Coali-
tion met with President Carter in 
Washington for an hour and a 
half to discuss student ' s 
.concerns. In May and July, a 
r~gular series of meetings was 
begun with the White House 
staff. Next meeting is scheduled 
for later this month. 
The next USSA Convention is 
scheduled for the East Coast and 
rumor has it that New York City 
will get the honors. So put it on 
your calendar for next August. 
The non-traditional student is 
gaining more power. The USSA 
approved a change in t he By-
laws sponsored by a coalition of 
Commun ity College students, 
non-traditional students, and 
part-time students that changes 
the delegation determinations, 
from determination through 
full-time employment enroll-
ment to determination tl:,rough 
actual student enrollment. 
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_Future Looks Bright 
For Footbal I And 
Basketba ll Teams 
If there is stren gth in numbers, the 1978 Kean College 
footba ll team should be one o f the most powerful 
- colleg~ d ivision teams in the East. 
When the Squires opened 
camp on Thursday, August 24, 
Coach Ray Murphy was greeted 
by 185 cand idates, including 
over 100 freshman. 
" Obviously we won 't be car-
rying 185 on our roster," Murphy 
said. "But you always have a cer-
tain number of injur ies, whi le 
others will drop out. We're go ing · 
to have a JV team this year, so 
we'll probably have some where 
around 100." 
Elizabeth, for at least the first 
t hree home games, while new 
sod is la id at D' Ango la Field. 
Ramapo College is the o nly 
other new opponent on the 
Kean schedule. The Squires will 
host Ramapo the last game of the 
seaso n, November 18. 
The Squires will also have 
. home games with Montclair 
State, September 30; FDU-Madi-
ssboro State, November 4. 
The Squires are coming off a 3-
6-1 season and will open this 
year's 10-game slate, September 
15, against St. John's University at 
Photo by Steve Scheiner W illiams Fie ld. Kickoff is slated 
for 8 p.m. 
There is also good news for the 
basketball fans. Mike Manfre 
and Anthony Melchione, main-
stays of the Colonia High School 
basketball team last season, 
entered Kea n College in 
September. 
Vastly improved Squires get ready to tackle new seilSon. 
· Kean will use Wi lliams Field, 
NASA Space Shuttle Ride 10 Be M anfre is-- a 6-1 guard, wh ile M elchione is a rugged 6-5 
cen ter. 
A warded 10 Deserving Experi!Ylent " We're very happy to have Mike and Tony with us," head 
coach Joe Pa lermo said. "Mike is 
the hard-nosed type of gua rd we 
like, wh ile Tony shou ld give us 
the size we've lacked in the 
past." 
QUEST/ 78 has reserved room 
for an experiment aboard an 
early flight of the U.S. Space 
Shuttle. Purpose : to help make 
the program accessible to 
deserving experiments who lack 
resou rces to develop and 
fi nance such projects on their 
own. Q UEST / 78 invites groups or 
ind ividuals to submit ideas for 
the best use o f t he Shuttle 
reservat io n and w ill donate it to 
the winner, in addit ion to shar-
ing the experimenter 's NASA 
fees and developmental costs, 
according to financial need. 
The w inning project can be,in 
almost any field, ranging from as-
trophysics to medicine, econo-
m ics to molecular biology. But it 
must be an experiment that can 
be done only aboard the Space 
Shuttle, f it into a conta iner mea-
suring five cubic feet, and weig~ 
Consortium Links 
Local Colleges 
Full-t ime undergraduates en-
rolled at Kean College, Union 
County Technical Institute, 
Union College or Seton Hall Uni-
versity - the member institu-
tions of the Consortium of East 
Jersey - have the unusual oppor-
tunity to register for as many as 
six course credits at any of the 
other con sortium school s 
without ext ra charge for tu it ion . 
Cross regis t ration enables 
students to take courses not 
available at t heir own school 
during the regular semester 
periods. 
This is only one of many ad-
vantages offered by the Con-
sortium of East Jersey, all aimed 
at providing greater service 
t h ·r o u g h t h e s h a r i n g of 
resources, faculty and staff of the 
member institutions. The Con-
sortium has made feasible the 
joint use of facilities located 
within a 20-mile span of one 
another .. 
According to Dr. Nathan 
Social Work 
(Continued from page 9) 
The Social work Club is a 
group of students interested in a 
social work career w ho avail 
themselves of the opportunities 
which exist outside of everyday 
school\York. They plan and enjoy 
activities which familiarize them 
with their special social work 
interests and give them ad-
ditional exposure to specialists in 
the field that may help them 
broaden their understanding. 
Any Social Work major 
interested in joining the club 
may do so by contacting Karen 
Rapasky Club President or by 
attending the next meeting 
which will be announced in the 
Independent. 
Weiss, Kean College president 
and Consortium chairperson, 
" The most important Consort-
ium project lies in the area of 
voluntary faculty development 
directed by the Center for Excel-
lence in College Teaching. It is 
probably our most significant ac-
complishment and has served as 
a catalyst to st imulate and 
strengthen instruction on our 
campuses. " Faculty members 
attend conferences, seminars, 
workshops and other act ivities 
organized by the Center and 
designed to improve teaching 
methods. 
The Consortium saves money 
and avoids academic duplica-
tion by pooling resources in 
coordinated study programs 
which include the Early Child-
hood Education Project at Kean 
College and Union College and 
the Occupational Therapy Pro-
ject at Kean College and Union 
County Technical Institute. 
The Consortium's Faculty Ex-
change Committee enables 
professors to concentrate on 
their area of expertise by teach-
ing specialized rather than 
survey cou rses on more than one 
campus. The Reciprocal Library 
Borrowing Program allows 
students to borrow books and 
other circulating materials from 
Consortium schools: 
Through the U.S. Army 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
(ROTC) Program, staffed by of-
ficers appointed to Seton Hall 
University's department ·of mJli-
tary science, full-time under-
graduates in various academic 
programs at Consortium institu-
tions may qualify for an Army 
Reserve or regular Afmy com-
mission while pursuing a bache-
lor's degree. ROTC students 
must attend required classes at 
Seton Hall. 
less than 200 pounds. Most im-
portant, QUEST / 78 will give 
special considera tion to pro-
posals that promise some tang-
ible, significant benefit to 
humankind (e.g., the eradica-
tion of d isease, more efficient 
energy ·use, etc.). Sheer com-
. mercial or mil itary projects. will 
not be considered . 
Deadl ine for the Q UEST/78 
Space Shuttle Experiment Com-
petition is Octobr r 1, 1978. If you 
have sufficient background to 
design and construct an approp-
·ri ate project, write a succinct 
"descr iption o f your idea in 500 
words, enclosing any necessary 
diagrams together with a resume 
of any other information that 
would indicate your ability to 
ca rry out such a project. Send 
your proposal and credentials, 
w ith a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope to : QUEST/78, Space 
Shuttle Experiment Competi-
t ion, 1133 Avenue of t he 
Americas, New York, NY 10036. 
For additi onal information con-
tact Kathleen Rya n Gerard or 
Edw in Schlossberg (21 2) 764-
3400. 
" Another thing . I like about 
them is that they come from a 
w inning program . They made it 
to the sectional final in the State 
tournament last year." 
Kean is expect ing another 
outstandi ng season w ith all five 
sta rters retu rning for t hei r senior 
year. The Squires were 23-5 last 
yea r, reaching the fi nal eight in 
the NCAA tournament. 
Council Session A Success 
(Continued fro"l page 1) special projects of building night 
study the rights and responsibil-. lighting for the outdoor basket-
ities of the Student Government ball and tennis courts near the 
and the Student Media to each dorms, the building of a bill-
other was approved by council. board to advertise daily events 
The committee shall consist of an on campus, building dressing 
equal mix of council and news rooms for the Little Theatre, and 
related media representatives. making a second picnic area 
The news related media will be: nearer the dorms. The funding 
WKCU , Expressions , the for these projects was made 
Independent, and KCTV. To ap- avai lable by a $12,000 surplus due 
ply for a set on the committee to a cancelled presentation of 
contact Vice Pres. Val Allen or the Magic Show. 
Pres. Ray Parente at Student Org. ' 
Student Counci l approved the President Ray Parente an-
Winning Season Predicted 
(Continued from page 1) 
conference, but I think we can 
play with them." 
The women 's field hockey 
team should have another win-
ning season, led by all-East goalie 
Diane Braver of Bridgewater and 
junior Elaine McGrath of 
Berkeley Heights. 
"I'm really looking forward to 
the season," Coach Trudy Kes-
ting said. "We had a real young 
team last year and they came on 
strong during the second. half. 
The volleyball team will have a 
new coach in Mary Ann Hanycz 
but it figures to carry on the win-
ning tradition established under 
Dr. Joseph Errington. 
Sophomore Karen Ostrowski 
and seniors Carol Whitney, 
Karen Slater, Mary Sue Nevins 
and Sally Lonergan are the lead-
ing_ returnees. 
" We . have some excellent 
players back so I see no reason 
not to predict a winning season," 
Hanycz said. 
nounced that applicat ions from 
the student body were being 
accepted for service on severa l 
important and prestigious com-
mittees : The Middle States As-
sociation Evaluation Committee 
has several committee seats that 
need fill ing, the Academ ic Policy 
and Procedures Committee 
needs to fill a seat, The Facu lty 
Retention and Tenure Commit-
tee has an open seat, the Griev-
ance Committee, at which 
grades are adj usted, has a 
student vacancy, and several 
other committees need students 
that are capable o f deciding 
co llege po licy. Al l applicants 
should contact Ray Parente or 
Val Allen at Student Org. 
In Parlirnentary business; a 
new By-Law was approved to the 
Student Org. Constitution. The 
By-Law makes office hours a duty 
of office. The hours are: 
President-15 hours, Treasurer-12 
hours; Vice Pres., Secretary, Asst. 
Sec., and Asst., Treasurer-10 
hours each, and 6 hours per 
week for the class Presidents. 
The hours are exclusive of hours 
spent in committee meetings. 
"The defense was excellent 
and, since we have almost every-
one back, it should be solid 
again. We' re looking for a win-
ning season. " 
_Theatre Ticket Sa1es Ope n 
The women's ten nis team is 
also loaded with experienced 
players, h-eaded by seniors Betty 
Petroski and Lisa Levine, who 
battled for the No. 1 spot last 
year. 
Other returnees include 
juniors Jill Carson of Kearny and 
Barbara Conrad of lselin. 
" We figure to have another 
winning season," Coach Dean 
Kumpf said. " We only lost one 
girl and we have a couple pretty 
good freshman coming in to fill 
that gap." 
Once again, the Kean College 
Theatre Series is offering you a 
chance to purchase tickets for 
the upcoming theatrical season 
at greatly reduced rates through 
the subscription series. Each 
$7.00 subscription that you order 
entitles you to one ticket to each 
of the productions. You may 
order as many subscriptions as. 
you wish. 
The 1978-79 season opens with 
the award winning musical 
comedy Pippin. We've been 
waiting a long time to obta in the 
rights to this smash hit musical. 
The House of Blue Leaves, the 
second show, of the season; won 
both The New York Drama 
Critics Circle and " Obie" 
awards. 
The final production will be 
Hot L Baltimore. The setting is 
the lobby of the Hotel Balti-
more, once an elegant over-
night retreat adjacent to a fine 
railroad line, now a decaying 
soon-to-be-closed transient 
resi dence. 
